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In this Issue
Director's Comment

t is with great pleasure that we present to you the 10th issue of SynergyZ.

I
Meher Bhesania
Director - SynergyZ

As the year
2011 wends
towards its
end, world’s
leading
business
minds share
their hopes
and fears
for the year
2012.

The journal has turned 6 years old. Many readers have expressed that “SynergyZ is a joy
to behold.” This feedback clearly reflects the sentiments of our readers. For these efforts
and more, the Editorial Team and the Contributors of the Journal deserve to be warmly
congratulated for taking SynergyZ to newer heights. From interesting stories that haven’t
been told elsewhere, to profiles of eminent personalities, to what is happening at WZCC, as
well as articles on management, SynergyZ continues to cover them all and has become the
bastion of creative convergence for 22 WZCC Chapters sprinkled worldwide.
This issue is packed with interesting articles in areas of Finance, Trade, Legal, Business
and Management. The articles have been written by bestselling authors, leading journalists,
management gurus and eminent business personalities. The spotlight is on Byram Jeejeebhoy
the great, great grandson of Sir Jamsetji Jejeebhoy as we share little known aspects of his life.
As the year 2011 wends towards its end, world’s leading business minds share their hopes and
fears for the year 2012.
If you are looking for a workout program that’s easy to learn, requires little or no equipment
and soothes your soul then Bharat Thakur’s piece will enlighten you with his philosophy and
benefits on Artistic Yoga.
As more and more women leaders are dotting the world landscape the issue contains
articles on women, showcasing their abilities as successful entrepreneurs and as keepers of
the tradition.
SynergyZ congratulates Neville Shroff on assuming the position as the President of the
Zoroastrian Charity Funds for Hong Kong, Canton and Macau and bids warm farewell to Jal
Shroff who shouldered the responsibility as President for the past 27 years.
SynergyZ also welcomes Rita Mehta and Dadi Motiwalla as new Members on the Editorial
Board of SynergyZ.
The book on “Laughter in the House”, launched recently in Mumbai, is a great
accomplishment as it brings alive the amazing cultural phenomenon that was Parsi theatre.
Read more in the article.
Do send us your feedback on wzccsynergyz@gmail.com.
Wishing all our readers a very Happy 2012!
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Minoo Shroff
President, WZCC

India’s growth story will remain intact as the
fundamentals are robust with savings and
investments at 36% and 38% of GDP. Besides
India has a sound financial infrastructure,
young and skilled workforce, an upwardly mobile middle
class which is showing a burst in entrepreneurship. In the
medium term the omens for India are favorable to achieve
9% sustained annual growth.
The real concerns are growing governance and infrastructure
deficits which need to be addressed with urgency.
Government is now taking cognizance of these deficiencies,
under public and media pressure, but the response is still
halting due to political inertia in combating issues - like
grant of mining leases, facilitating land acquisition for
projects and providing environmental clearances.

Meher Pudumjee

Chairperson, Thermax Ltd.

The political and economic trouble spots of the
world causing enormous suffering and hardship
to people, the brazen violation of human rights,
the ever growing divide between the rich
and the poor, neglect of our environment and the callous
business-as-usual approach of many countries even as we
are on the brink of a climate catastrophe, are significant
causes for concern. The world economy in several regions
continues to be in poor health or is limping on the long road
to recovery. It would be sad if no lessons have been learnt
from the financial crisis. As these fears loom large and even
though the world is seemingly interconnected, my fear is
that each country, each race, is becoming more insular.
However, I am inspired by Rabindranath Tagore’s beautiful
poem, which goes:
“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high,
Where knowledge is free,
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
By narrow domestic walls”
I am also hopeful that sane voices prevail and
statesmanship, long term sustainability would be chosen
over quick-fix solutions. The faceless thousands who clamor
for democracy and rights in their closed societies give us
cause for cheer. I am hopeful that more and more people,
especially women, move closer to empowerment and gain
access to opportunities to take charge of their lives. I look
forward to the world economy getting over this volatile
phase and settling down to a phase of stability and growth
that can benefit societies and organizations. Let us hope
the heightened awareness and the sense of urgency about
the threat of global warming felt by many people persuade
policy makers and translate into tangible action for change.
Above all, I hope we come out of our cocoons of apathy
and, in our individual capacities, make a difference in our
respective spheres of life. As Gandhiji urged us all to ‘Be the
change’ we want to see

Dr.J.J.Irani

Chairman, Tata Teleservices

The Indian economy will continue to grow at
around 8%, and, in my opinion, that figure is
low only because of the current political turmoil
and some upheavals in the economic arena. But
the fundamentals of the nation’s growth will surmount these
unfortunate difficulties; and we will continue to see steady
growth.
Unfortunately, some of the difficulties referred to above
would paralyse and inhibit governmental action, and the
“second phase of liberalisation”, which had been eagerly
anticipated, may be slowed down. The economy will continue
to be throttled due to lack of adequate infrastructure, and
the “stop-go” measures in several parts of India will confuse
economic activity.
Some signs of hope are emerging through the development
activities in Gujarat and Bihar, and hopefully these “green
shoots” will spread to other areas of India also. Radicalism will
continue to be dangerous, but with progress of development
this unfortunate trend should be brought under control.

Edul Daver

President, ACuPowder, LLC, USA

After a miserable 2008/2009 the US economy
saw a sudden recovery spurt followed by a slow
but steady improvement. The recession resulted
in numerous casualties but the survivors are
now reaping the benefits. Companies, especially in the
manufacturing sector, are doing well financially. However,
hiring is minimal and this equates to an overall economy
which is not growing fast enough to absorb people coming
into the labor market. Companies won’t hire because
customers won’t spend and Customers won’t spend because
Companies won’t hire.
Propelled by North America’s automotive renaissance 2012
is predicted to be better than the decent 2011 in spite of the
very poor housing market. A modest housing uptick would
have a significant beneficial impact on the manufacturing
sector and economy in general. So most 2012 business plans
are cautiously optimistic but tempered with the ‘disruptive
sword’ hanging above every CEO. How will the debt crisis
play out in the US? It is a global economy and what effect
would insolvency of European countries have? The Middle
East is a big unknown and political calamities could have
global impact. I believe that the Hopes will overshadow the
Fears and 2012 will be a good year with 2013 even better.

Bejan Daruwala

Asia’s most famous Astrologer

Funds, loans, investments, partnerships;
joint-finance will be the salient features for all
the signs in 2012.The astro reason is, Jupiter
will be in the money sign as per Taurus Western Astrology
in 2012.
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One Vision. One Mission.
The World Zarathushti Chamber of Commerce (WZCC) was incepted in
December 2000, in the State of Illinois, U.S.A. Since then the
organization has grown. There are 22 Chapters globally.
WZCC’s vision is to keep the spirit of Zarathushti enterprise alive. Its
mission is to facilitate trade and commerce through a networking of
Zarathushti businessmen and professionals around the world.
WZCC promotes business initiatives, networking and workshops. The
WZCC Directors and Chapter Chairs serve their members both with their
minds and hearts.

WZCC makes strategies work.

WZCC Chapters:

Sydney, Perth, Toronto, Vancouver, Ahmedabad, Delhi, Hyderabad, Mumbai, Pune, Tehran, Dubai, Karachi,
London, Atlanta, Boston, Central Florida, Chicago, Houston, New York, North Texas, San Francisco, Seattle,
Southern California.
Other Representatives: China, Hong Kong & Singapore
For more details visit : www.wzcc.net

President’s Message
he world economy is slowly getting out of global recession which had a severe impact
on USA and Europe. Mercifully India has weathered the storm remarkably well
because of its prudent fiscal and monetary policies.
This backdrop is very essential to be kept in view in shaping WZCC’s programs in the
coming year. As a result of the turmoil caused by the recession, many aspiring young
Zarathushti entrepreneurs have been deferring their decision to launch out on their own,
preferring instead the security of a job. This is understandable. But opportunities don’t
come one’s way frequently. These must be caught like a thief when present themselves.
In recent global debates on economic issues, youth are counseled that the way forward to
succeed is to go in for entrepreneurship and innovation.
At our AGM held through Video Conferencing in Mumbai the Awardee for the outstanding
Entrepreneur of the year was Dr. Keki H.Gharda, Chairman and MD of Gharda Chemicals
Private Limited. Dr. Gharda started his business on a very modest scale in 1964 and has built
up an enviable Chemical Empire with a turnover of Rs.1000 crores, employing 1700 people.
What is most admirable is that many of the products, several of which have been patented,
have been through his personal initiative and research. He has been the recipient of many
prestigious awards, in India and abroad, for this invention. He is a fine living example of
what enterprise combined with daringness can achieve.
The initiative taken by the Mumbai Chapter in designing and launching programs for
energizing the youth to become entrepreneurs has had its rewards. The results have been
gratifying and efforts in this direction are being redoubled. We have been urging other
Chapters to replicate this experience so that it can have a catalyzing effect and others can
benefit.
In view of the repeated requests received from some Directors, we have decided to have
Board Meetings quarterly through Video-Conferencing. This has become imperative
because we are so widely dispersed and it is difficult to assemble under one roof which
otherwise would be the best avenue to get together, exchange views and chalk out the way
forward.
I eagerly look forward to the next AGM to be held in Mumbai in January 2012. This would
be a welcome reunion of the Board members, Office Bearers and members of WZCC.
The future lies with the youth. It must be our utmost endeavor to galvanize their energies
to actively participate and organize programs which would be of real interest to them
to mould their future career path. We elders at best can provide counsel, guidance and
mentoring, based on their diverse experience in different geographies. The youth wings
in various Chapters have taken some initiative in this direction which process needs to be
accelerated.
I have every hope that the current year will be springboard for more energetic actions in
2012 by our Chapters.

T
Minoo Shroff,
WZCC, President

The future
lies with the
youth. It must
be our utmost
endeavor
to galvanize
their energies
to actively
participate
and organize
programs
which would be
of real interest
to them to
mould their
future career
path.
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Interview

Byram Jeejeebhoy:
The Life and the Legend
WITH AN ILLUSTRIOUS
LINEAGE TO BOAST
ABOUT, BYRAM
JEEJEEBHOY LEADS A
MORE THAN FULFILLED
LIFE. SYNERGYZ TAKES
A SNEAK PEEK INTO HIS
HIGH-FLYING LIFE AS HE
GETS CANDID ABOUT HIS
BUSINESS, FAMILY AND
HIM BEING THE GREAT
GREAT GRANDSON
OF SIR JAMSETJI
JEEJEEBHOY (THE SAME
SIR JJ AS IN JJ HOSPITAL
AND THE JJ SCHOOL OF
ARTS)
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HAKESPEARE ONCE SAID “Some men never seem to grow old.
Always active in thought, always
ready to adopt new ideas, they are never
chargeable with fogyism. Satisfied, yet ever
dissatisfied, settled, yet, ever unsettled,
they always enjoy the best of what is, and
are the first to find the best of what will be.”
As we begin to converse, Byram
Jeejeebhoy’s words gather speed and cruise
along powered by his insight into ethics of
entrepreneurship taking on weighty issues
with remarkable ease. Jeejeebhoy’s pace of
conversation has such intellectual velocity
that he can shift gears smoothly from his
views on
management to the sparsely
spread Parsi community on the globe, while
holding his ability to smile all the time.
Having moved to London at the age of
nineteen, Jeejeebhoy got deeply involved
in western classical music so much so that
his violin teacher, Nicholas Roth became a
fatherly figure and left an indelible mark
in his life. He says “He took me under his
wing like a son, which helped me to ward
off loneliness in a foreign country. His
influence on me was tremendous because
he made me responsible by putting all his
chores on to me, but I must say that it is my
mother who has always been the shining
light and the driving force of my life”.
Holding a Business Management degree
from the London School of Economics and
equipped with several other postgraduate
degrees, Jeejeebhoy by his own admission
says that perhaps his experience of living in
India would have been far more fulfilling. “I
probably would have been happier staying
in India because the evolution that has taken
place in India is an upward graph while
in UK the graph shows a downward trend
and I have seen both of them happening

S

simultaneously,” he says ruefully.
Though based in UK, Jeejeebhoy divides
his time between India and Dubai too. He
feels that he should have been in India
a lot longer. “I miss India the most and
I would like to spend most of my time
there.” Having said that, he does not deny
his wonderful equation with the city of
Dubai which puts him into an instant
holiday mode. “Geographically, Dubai is
a very convenient place to be in. A lot of
my friends in Dubai are my old London
friends who have migrated to Dubai. Small
little perks of good food, excellent service
and security surely make for a happy living
here.”
As Chairman of the family business
house, overseeing the development
of various estates and managing the
various trusts and companies seems like
a cakewalk to the veteran Jeejeebhoy,
who attributes it to the latest methods of
electronic communication which facilitate
information at one’s fingertips anytime,
anywhere.
As a Jeejeebhoy, he takes immense pride
in admitting that he has looked after and
cared for all his family to the best of his
ability and his children are also doing the
same. “The fact is that as a Jeejeebhoy, you
are always looked up with esteem and glad
eyes and usually with a smile, rather than
a frown,” adds Jeejeebhoy with a sense of
pride.
Byram Jeejeebhoy, has been a recipient
of the coveted ‘Vijay Ratna Award’ for
enrichment of human life, ‘the Award
of Freedom of City of London’, and the
‘International Friendship LTCL’ from
Trinity Music College, London. He keeps
terms at Grays Inn (Inns of Court) enjoying
a larger than life persona.

Apart from his humble disposition, what
astounds one the most about this man in his
mid-sixties is his amazing bunch of hobbies
and pastimes. His fervor of collecting
violins, bows, clocks, flying helicopters
and breeding and running racehorses sets
this king-size personality miles apart from
others. His well-appointed abode at Burj
Residences which is dotted with interesting
artifacts and masterpieces created by
the iconic painter, MF Hussain is a true
reflection of his impeccable taste and style.
Jeejeebhoy’s yesteryears have been
characterized by a robust lifestyle replete
with sports like swimming, tennis and
horse riding. At the moment, Jeejeebhoy’s
favorite sport is golf. If he were asked the
same question ten years ago, his answer
would have been horse riding. “I started
riding when I was eight and never gave up.
Given the offer, I will jump on a horse even
now!” says an enthusiastic Jeejeebhoy.

companies is concerned, it is essential to
maintain a policy and not making too many
U-turns. This ensures clarity of direction
and action amongst the co-workers. Also,
key positions should always be occupied
by people who are well aware of the ethos
and principles of the company and are
conditioned to act and think like you.”
What are the important lessons learnt
by you through business experiences?
Experiences come to people only when

Over the decades, how have you evolved
as a businessman?
Evolution is something that generates itself
from within and I have thoroughly enjoyed
the progression of having lived through
things for which I have made decisions,
not knowing whether they were going to
be right or wrong. If they were wrong, I
have learnt a lesson, if they are right, I
am happier that I have learnt a lesson and
simultaneously have got them right.

I firmly believe that the more you
give the more you get back”

Byram Jeejeebhoy negotiates a few
questions:
What is your ethical code in conducting
business?
The most important thing in business is
to give your counterparts and associates,
absolute confidence of your integrity and
honesty. Good mannerisms, conduct and
speech go a long way in framing one’s
reputation and goodwill. Transparency
in transactions is also essential for good
business relations. Keeping hidden agendas
or reserving certain cards for the last are not
counted as good ethics and only go on to
tarnish one’s reputation.
You are the Director of various
companies spread over different
continents. Also, you are the Trustee
for several Trusts. How have you
successfully managed these Companies
and Trusts?
I firmly believe that ‘the more you give, the
more you get back.’ We constantly raise
funds and keep making donations. I am
only too happy to reveal that the standard
of everything that has been happening for
the last twenty-five to forty years is just a
vertical graph. In this regard, I sincerely
appreciate the foresight of my forefathers
who built several charitable institutions to
promote the Parsi community.
As far as successfully managing my

Byram Jeejeebhoy presenting a Racing Trophy for the winner of the Byramjee Jeejeebhoy Eclipse Stakes of
India (Group 2)

applied in time; they can’t be bought,
they have to be lived. I owe much of my
experience and success as a businessman to
Mr. Madhusudan B. Vakharia, my colleague
Director, Jeejeebhoy Business House, who
gave me the benefit of his own experiences
and trained me to look at things in the right
manner. Neither do I panic when the market
is bad, nor do I feel overjoyed when the
situation looks great because it all comes in
a day’s work. It is an experience that should
be taken in a straight-line manner.

As a JeeJeebhoy, you
are always looked up with
esteem and glad eyes”
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Interview

What would be your piece of advice for the
budding entrepreneurs?
Wait until an opportunity actually presents
itself. Do not try to create an opportunity
because that leads to a false start. Do not be
shy of making developments through your
contacts; the guy behind you will use them,
if you don’t. If things are not going too well,
hang in because brighter days always come!
Everything goes around in circles-we see great
days and bad times. Try to keep yourself on an
even keel and apply the best methods that you
would apply in any given situation that should
not damage your or the company’s reputation.
What would be your advice to the
Zoroastrian youth?
Get married and have more kids (laughs) and
do not be afraid of following your dreams!

Byram
JeeJeeghoy
shares his
hopes and
fears for 2012”

What brings a smile on your face?
I am blessed with two beautiful children, Janine
36 and Jamshed, 30. My son, Jamshed has taken
over the mantle and realizes the pressures of
maintaining a good name. My four -year old
grandson, Aryaan is a delight and I wish I could
turn the clock back myself for him. He has
given me a new dimension of life and instantly
brings a smile on my face.
Any regrets?
In general, I have led a much fulfilled life. It
is but human to have some heartaches, too.
It is disconcerting to see that the institutions
which were built by my forefathers have been
turned into government organizations which,
today suffer due to corruption and lack of
organization. Lack of trained teaching staff and
indiscipline in schools and colleges have led to
the dismal state of affairs in these institutions,
which earlier carried the proud name of the
Jeejeebhoys.
How would you like to be remembered?
I would love to be remembered as a man of
benevolence who by means of his excellent
managerial skills in schools, homes and
hospitals did good all around for the benefit of
the society as a whole.
What are your hopes and fears for 2012?
Health issues will persist worldwide especially
in the poorer countries. Distribution of food
to starving nations has again taken a backseat
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and needs a kick start very soon. Nature
continues to play havoc with our lives with
volcanoes, earthquakes and flooding. Although
all countries are addressing the global warming
issue, it will be many years. Wars and civil
disturbances are in abundance and unless
the more powerful step in to neutralize these
disturbances, thousands of lives and families
will be ruined daily. 2012 will be no exception.
The eastern countries China, Malaysia, Korea,
Indonesia and India are powering through their
own economies, showing self-sufficiency and
less dependence on the west. The globalization
program gives advantages to level of economies,
the weak and the strong. Hope 2012 will
continue to be an equalizer. The attack on white
collar crimes and fighting corruption should
see a more transparent and honest way of living.
Let’s hope 2012 continues relentlessly with this
trend. Education, compulsory or not is being
addressed more seriously at international level.
Soon the world will emerge with smarter and
smarter younger people. The attack on obesity
and emphasis on healthy living and eating,
exercise program are going well into 2012 will
make for a happier healthy society.

About:
Bandana Jain - is a Dubai based freelance writer
She can be contacted by email at:
bandanajain@yahoo.com

Networking

How Going To A Networking Event Can Ruin

The Credibility Of Your
Business?

About:
Creating Results For
Your Business
Fred Sarkari works with
Entrepreneurs to be
more effective in their
professional and personal
life. He has worked
with startups to some
of the world’s largest
organizations. Fred is also
a Best Selling Author. /
www.fredsarkari.com /
800.742-2379
You can get a copy of
Fred’s new book for free at
www.FreePresentationBook.com

I

N THE BUSINESS WORLD,
most people have attended at least one networking event at some point in their career.
We show up dressed professionally, ready to learn and meet new people. We shake
hands, exchange stories and business cards – and then what? On a scale of one to ten, how
effective would you rate most of your networking encounters based on their outcome after
the event is over? As an entrepreneur and business/life coach myself, this is something I’ve
spent a lot of time considering.
In June of 2009, I relocated to Kelowna, British Columbia in pursuit of a lifestyle offering
more balance and the appeal of beautiful lakes, people and lifestyle. Summer climate is also
like being in the Caribbean, even though as I type this I am looking out my window to the
unexpected continuous rain drops on the lake. Most people told me the local industries
primarily focused on tourism and winery. I quickly realized that most of them were blinded
to the obvious as one of the largest industries here was actually entrepreneurship. Truly,
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everyone here is an entrepreneur and, as a
result, you would likely be able to find a local
networking event running just about every
night of the week in Kelowna.
Being a new resident, I was obligated to do
what most people here seem to do in their past
times; I attended a handful of networking
events in the first few weeks following my
arrival to start meeting people and making
contacts. What I found was that the people
here had something really important going
for them – their passion to meet people and
talk about their business. It was so refreshing
to see everyone so passionate about being
there and connecting to others. However,
instead of focusing on genuinely learning
about others and the true elements of their
business, people often tend to be more
focused on the number of business cards
they hand out at an event and how much
they’re able to talk about themselves. As a
result, I would meet people, they would say
they’ll call or email me to meet for coffee,
but I would usually never hear from them
after the networking event. Then I would see
them again at the next event and they would
say the same thing.
As entrepreneurs, it’s important to realize
that every little thing we do has an impact
on our brand. Unfortunately, in the world
of networking, we seem to have created a
dynamic where our commitment to our word
often has little meaning. If we are not going
to follow through with our commitment
and given word, we are better off not going
to the networking event as it will ruin the
credibility of our business. If I can’t rely
on someone to keep their word even before
they have my business, I can’t imagine how
I might be treated after they have my money.
So I decided to do a social experiment.
I went to one of the larger networking
events in town and began very purposeful
conversations with people with the goal of
learning about what that person does and
then I would share with them something
that would be of tangible benefit to them
that I could provide. My goal was for them
to ask me to send it to them. I would give
them my business card and say, “Please send
me a reminder email and I would be happy
to forward the information to you.” I did
this with 20 people and those 20 people all
expressed that they wanted something that I
could provide and can you guess how many
18
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of them followed up? One!
As entrepreneurs we cannot control the
market, the economy, or what our clients
do or don’t do. One thing we can control,
however, is the credibility of our word and
our commitment. People need to believe
they can rely on us first before they take the
chance to do work with us. As entrepreneurs,
we brand ourselves by the little things we say
and do every day, which is a reflection of how
we run our company and treat our clients.
In order to protect your brand and build your
credibility through networking, remember
the following four points:
1. It’s Not the Number of Cards You Give
Out: but more so the depth of conversations
you have with people that are important in
networking. You will create a more effective
network for yourself and your business
by genuinely connecting with one person
rather than focusing on giving out a certain
number of cards.
2. Stop Talking About Yourself: Don’t
begin a conversation with the goal of talking
about yourself and what you do. Start out by
being genuinely interested in what others
do.
3. Genuinely Help Other: Your main
priority should be to find out how you can
help others be more successful with what
they are trying to achieve - by helping others,
you might be surprised with how much you
receive in return.
4. Do As You Say: Most importantly, do
what you say you are going to do. If you say
you will call or email someone -follow up,
just as you said you would.
At times, it is not what we do that tarnishes
our credibility and the brand of our business
but more so what we do not do.

Mobile Technology & Business Transformation

Extracting more value

from Mobile Technology
he pace of change in mobile technology
development is only getting faster.
Who will benefit most, where the real
opportunities lie, and how the developments
will impact the organizations and our personal
lives is still not clear. All that we know is
changes are occurring at a very fast pace.
The impacts will vary by firm, industry, and
segment of society. Dramatic changes will
necessitate Business Executives to learn and
recognize a variety of options for the future
and manage their businesses effectively and
dynamically while keeping a close eye on the
value propositions.
Many organizations, in the last two years,
have already started extracting more value from
developments in mobile technology. They use
e-mobile based technologies to deliver services,
track results of marketing activities, create
customer and user engagement opportunities,
and receive and respond to customer feedback.
Enterprise based mobility deployment has also
seen accelerated growth. Organizations are
investing in mobile infrastructure to provide
information and access to staff, partners and
suppliers - anywhere and anytime.

T

About:
Umeed Kothavala is
the CEO of Extentia
Information Technology
based in Pune, India
He can be contacted by
email at:
Umeed.Kothavala@
extentia.com

So why are they betting on the
mobile?

Why is
everyone
betting on the
mobile today?

• Explosion in the usage of mobile
services worldwide:
In many countries there are mobile phone
users. It is projected that there will be
5.9 billion mobile subscribers worldwide
by 2013. Of India’s 847 million telephone
connections, there are almost 812 million
mobile subscribers compared to 35 million
fixed or landline users. This means mobile
users are more than landline users.

faster than what we had in 2004, and these
services are expanding across regions. More
people now browse the Internet on mobile
devices than on computers!

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, April 2010

• Available services
With such connectivity, there are several
possibilities for consumers in the form of
value added services and mobile applications.
These range from buying ringtones and
ordering dinner, to managing your bank
account remotely.
• The wide variety of smart mobile devices
The market is flooded with devices across
a wide range of prices, with specialized
features for business or leisure use, and
available in tablet or mobile phone versions.
Smart mobile devices continue to sell at a
higher rate than regular mobile phones.

Source: The Nielsen Company

• Affordable Prices
The range of devices and options available
today make it easier than ever to find a
phone that meets a user’s budget, lifestyle
expectations and anticipated use.
So it’s obvious, why.
What can users do with their mobile
devices?

(TRAI report Mar 2011).

• Vastly improved quality of connectivity
With 3G connectivity (and better), wireless
broadband data speeds are up to ten times

With mobile devices today, users can:
• Find out where they are
• Know how to get to a destination
• Know what’s available in the area to see,
eat, or buy
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i7Wonders – Find locutions in u city

Qponomics - Locution bused mobile coupons

Downloud here:
http://itunes.
upple.com/us/upp/
i7wonders/id386765
040?mt=8

Downloud here:
http://itunes.
upple.com/us/
upp/qponomics/
id341172761?mt=8

• They use them to pay for goods and
services
For example, vending machine and
supermarket purchases can now be paid
for by simply waving your mobile phone
at a reader.
• They order pizza and flowers
Users can place orders for goods and
services using the mobile web or mobile
applications that enable e-commerce. For
example they can purchase food, or have
gifts delivered when on the move.
• They perform financial transactions
Using several available mobile applications
and m-web portals, users can buy/sell
stock, transfer bank funds, and pay utility
and credit card bills.
• Take classes and tests
Educational institutions now distribute
courseware and administer tests on
mobile. Students can access these from
anywhere and at any time. Student grades
are available on mobile, with feedback
from teachers.

So what can mobile technology
do for your business?
The possibilities are immense, as the
mobile medium transforms how you do
business.
• It offers a whole new channel to
communicate with customers – wide
reach, and much higher interactivity
• Pushes innovation and generates new
business opportunities
• Improves brand image and corporate
identity
• Increases visibility in the vast mobile
space, and support marketing
• Increases ROI as well as speed up your
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sales and service cycle
Mobile applications are getting more and
more popular.
Here is what mobile applications can do
for certain Businesses:
Eating Establishments:
• Offers Menu, reservations, integrated
payment options, and delivery or pickup
options
• Offers Restaurant-specific versatility
• Offers Discounts/vouchers to attract
customers, check popularity ratings,
reviews, promotional campaigns
Educational Institutes:
• Offers E-learning framework
• Provides information on courses
• Offers Student course registration and
fee payments
• Offers Interactivity between teachers
and students to hold online classesvideos on mobile
• Offers Test administration and access
to grades and results - any place and any
time

Getting Started and the Road
Ahead
So it’s all happening with mobile technology,
and it’s happening now. To get started,
businesses should consider their mobility
plans first for a six month timeline - what
to do now, and for the near future. This
should be followed by a three year timeline
- a plan for the next generation of services
on mobile. Talking to select customers and
a consultation with a mobile technology
developer is recommended, to brainstorm
and generate ideas.

To get started
• First look at your current
web presence and Internet based
communication channels in
the mobile form-on a mobile
phoneor tablet device
• Follow this with a review of potential
benefits for your business from the
ground up - your offerings, delivery
methods, and your target
customers
• Talk to a focus group of customers
to understand their needs
• Identify items that can be simplified
from the current process, such
as interactivity with customers,
and tracking the effectiveness of
marketing campaigns
• Brainstorm and generate
application ideas in consultation
with a mobile technology partner
• Identify and develop an application
solution specific to the business
• Market the application with
promotional activity online and app
stores, using search engine
Marketing and online and offline ad
campaigns
• All this will lead to mobile
commerce, as customers perform
transactions, and purchase
available goods and services using
mobile devices

Business

The business of

doing business

F

OR FORTY YEARS I HAVE BEEN
a journalist on salary… with one small
break. Every thirtieth of the month
you got your pay packet, thin as it invariably
was and you knew where you stood. Half the
pleasure was moaning and groaning about it
and feeling let down and cheated. You could
set the outrage to music and dance and sing
it in the rain.
Then, somewhere in mid life, people like
me, we create our own crises and wonder
why we do it, but can find no answers.
I decided to go into business for myself.
Make money, they said. Be rich, they said.
No more yessir, nossir stuff, they said, be
your own man, do your own thing. All my
friends were into business and they had
money like you wouldn’t believe and went
bizclass to Phuket and bought cars that had
white leather upholstery and lived in houses
with west wings and stuff like that and they
talked about the fluctuations in the market
and how the Nasdaq was doing (I was thirty
two before I figured out Nasdaq was not the
car thing, that was Nascar) and so I wanted
to be a tycoon and have people say things
like you know how much he’s worth, not say
it, whisper it, like at least 100 mil.
Do your thing, Vohra, I said, get into
business, no more of this itty bitty stuff, go
for the big time. Which is all very fine if you
know what your thing is. Most of us haven’t a
clue and I have a sneaky suspicion that many
of those who finally strike it rich just happen
to be in the right place at the right time and
it is all a bit of tossup. I mean you can hardly
say that making mirrors is going to spin out
a fortune or going into the manufacture and
selling of socks is going to make your bank
manager laugh at all your jokes and offer you
coffee.
You just hope it works and if it doesn’t you
cut your losses. For amateurs like me going
into business is like playing blind man’s bluff
except you never know who is bluffing.

Having completed nearly a year as my
own man I had come perilously close to
wondering if I should ‘sell’ myself to anyone
who’ll have me. While it was great to be my
own man it doesn’t pay the bills. Nor does it
make it any faster for people to pay you what
they owe you. Summer is probably the worst
time because all people who sign cheques
or authorize payments are out of town and
so, you just wait because if you become
too demanding you may not get further
business. Patience is not a virtue in business,
it is business.
You also realize that the first of the month
comes and goes and it makes no difference
to your bank balance and that is the scariest
thought of all because old habits die hard
and you expect that infusion except it
doesn›t come.
Then you learn that there is always
someone else ready to do and deliver things
cheaper than you will and there are millions
of people out there who are ready to accept
less than first class goods so far as they
suffice. That is an amazing lesson you learn.
The highest bidder is an idiot. The world is
run by the lowest bidder, it is built, fuelled
and made functional by that fellow, period.
And as you go about singing Frank
Sinatra’s ‘My way’ to bolster up your spirits it
strikes you that there are people in the great
business cycle who are billing you and you
discover that you are inclined to give them
the runaround and it crosses your mind that
business is one big relay of you owe him and
he owes that chap and that chap owes this
fellow and this fellow owes you and on and
on.
And then you have to pay your staff
because you are the boss and they want their
salaries because they are on salary, like you
once were and it does not matter if you didn’t
make profit, cough up, mister, we are your
people.
You also learn that people who succeed
in business are not necessarily smarter than
you or more educated or knowledgeable but

what they do have is gravel in the gut and a
tough core to take the blows and roll with
them.
That is a capacity deserving admiration. It
doesn’t come easy and I am still trying to find
an itty bitty little bit in myself. Maybe one
day, my bank manager will greet me at the
door and give me coffee.
For now, it’s time to earn as you learn.
For sure, you don’t say yessir and nossir, all
you do is snivel and grovel hoping they also
serve who only stand and wait.
For me, back to the sanctuary of the end
of the month cheque. Business is none of my
business.

About:
Bikram Vohra is the
Senior Editorial Advisor,
Khaleej Times, Dubai
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Can success or failure of Branding make or

break a Business?

T

About:
Lara Balsara – is a young
Zoroastrian Professional,
based in Mumbai. She
is part of Madison
World, a diversified
Communication Group
offering Brand Building
services ranging from
Advertising to Media, to
PR to Sports Management
and Retail

ODAY SUCCESS IN LIFE HAS
become almost fully dependant on how
you market yourself, your brand, your
company, your product or service. Whether
you are at a job interview or trying to win a big
multi-million dollar contract or even trying to
impress someone of the opposite sex, you have
to MARKET yourself and your company.
If you look at the world around you, almost
anything and everything that you consume,
occupy, visit, touch or hold in high esteem, you
can bet Branding is at play; either visibly or
behind the scenes.
So the answer to the title of this article is a most
emphatic YES – Successful, positive branding
is a prerequisite for a successful business and
an insurance for its continued success. Lack of
Branding can break a business.

If I were to ask you to think about a powerful
global brand, chances are Coca Cola would come
to your mind. Isn’t it amazing that a bottle of
water with sugar, essence and aeration with
proper Branding and Marketing over a sustained
period can create a global company that
INTERBRAND today values at USD 70 billion,
although the global sales of its parent company
(that has many more brands, not just Coca Cola)
are only USD 35 billion and Profits are USD 12
billion. It’s important to recognise that this hasn’t
happened by the company just getting lucky.
There is an army of marketing and branding
experts, arguably the best in the world, working
day and night and spending about US$ 2.5 billion
to make this happen and sustain and grow the
sales and valuation. And the brand has remained
top of the charts for almost a decade as the most
valuable brand. Look at Interbrand’s top Brands
(in 2010) by Valuation:
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2010 TOP 10 BRANDS IN THE
WORLD RANKING

What’s interesting to know is that the top 3
brands in this listing over the last 10 years have
remained constant. You would all be familiar
with the iPhone, ipad and Mac books, although
the brand Apple does not feature in the Top 10
global brands in this listing, it is the only brand,
whose valuation has grown by 37% in 2010 and
has moved up the ranks from 20 to 17.
Of course, like in anything in life, this
INTERBRAND listing also has competition,
another report called BrandZ, by Millward Brown
which also has its own Top 100 global brands, lists
Apple as the No. 1 Brand with a brand valuation
of US$153 billion, followed by Google (US$ 111
billion), and places Coca Cola at No. 6 position
at US$ 73 billion.
Almost all corporations today universally
accept that a Brand is probably the most valuable
asset any company can possess. This asset is
more valuable than land, building, factories, the
finest and the most sophisticated of computers,

networks and product formulas or recipes.
It is a permanent asset that nobody can
rob from you. And what is more, in today’s
world you can sell it for astronomical prices.
Procter & Gamble 4 years ago bought Gillette
for US $ 57 billion; 3 billion more than its
market value and 18 times its book value.
More recently Kraft bought over Cadbury for
a whopping 11.9 billion pounds even when
many financial experts thought it to be a bad
deal for Kraft.
By popular convention, brand building
and advertising are associated with FMCG
Companies.
But today, all companies
understand the potential of brand building
and what it can do to their business. Whether
you sell a soap or a computer or an aircraft
or a software programme or a chartered
accountancy service or a hotel, it is the Brand
that helps you complete the sale or enables
you to charge a 200% premium! What do you
think is actually the cost of manufacturing a
pair of Nike shoes or a bottle of Evian? And
this does not mean that the customer is being
cheated or the Brand is not offering value
for money to the customer. This is because
the value delivered to the customer is a lot
more than just the value delivered by the
physical attributes of a product. A customer
values other attributes of Status, prestige,
safety, reliability, attractiveness, belonging
and what not which a brand offers, that a
product cannot. The actual product in terms
of its attributes and physical benefits at best
contributes only 50% to a successful sale. In
any project or purchase evaluation, however
scientific or data based the decision needs
to be or can be, you cannot underestimate
the powerful and discriminating role played
by the positive or negative image of the
corporation, its Brand or its service.
Western countries realized early on, the
importance of brand building and the money
making power it can give their companies
and are reaping benefits even today. Indian
businessmen who even 10 years ago did not

believe in the power of advertising and brand
building and preferred to invest money
in land, machinery and equipment, have
realized the importance of brand building
and are investing cores of Rupees to build,
protect and nurture their brands. A review
of the Indian advertising market, shows
that there are as many as 62 Indian owned
companies in the Top 100 advertisers list and
they account for 50% of the spend. Indian
brands like Godrej, Tata, Airtel, Infosys are
today on par, if not ahead of their global
competitors.

Powerful Indian Brands:

But one word of caution before you
go out to build a BRAND, you have to
ensure you have a good product; because

advertising kills a bad product even faster.
Your product or service has to stand for
something and must be of use and value to
your consumer. And remember, you can’t
always fool the consumer, because you are
also the consumer. Today with social media
(Facebook, Twitter, Orkut) you really have
no control over what consumers say and do
with your brand.
Continue on page 24
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Continued from page 23

So how do you build a successful
brand leader?

At Madison, the company I work for, we
spend a lot of time trying to understand
Brand Building in order to help our clients
become Brand Leaders. In this connection
a few years ago we did a proprietary study
in India to understand what makes a Brand
Leader. I would like to share with you the
five attitudes consumers have towards
Brand Leaders and this will also show you
the importance of building your Brands and
making them Brand Leaders:
1. Consumer feels safe on using / buying a
Brand Leader or products from a leading
company
2. Provides recognition and identity
among peers

3. Builds confidence in oneself
4. Everybody wants to own / use the
Brand Leader or deal with a leading
company
5. Consumers are willing to forgive a
Brand Leader or a leading company
More importantly the study goes on
to identify typical attributes of a Brand
Leader. What are these attributes? The study
identifies 11 such attributes. Obviously not
all are as important. We believe 5 are primary
and 6 are secondary and of course not all
Brand Leaders have all 11 of these attributes.
Most Brand Leaders invariably have 6 to 7 of
these attributes.
So to all entrepreneurs, I would urge you
to invest time and money in building your
product or service into a Brand, so that your

children can reap its benefits in years to
come.
Building brands is not just for companies
and corporates, attempts are now being
made to measure, protect and nurture
a nation’s brand equity. India and China
have moved up on the Nation Brand Equity
Ranking ladder several spaces in the last
decade. We - the Zoroastrians - are fortunate
to belong to a Community that also has in
a way developed into a BRAND. Trust
worthy; Honest; Transparent; Straight
forward; Fun loving, Entrepreneurial...
these are words that friends and admirers of
our community use to describe us. But like
Corporates, we collectively need to work hard
to grow, nurture and build our community
BRAND, so that future generations can also
partake of the benefits.

Hall Of Fame Awards 2010
for Sorab Mistry

Leadership
Award 2011

Sorab Mistry received the Singapore
Advertising Hall of the Fame Awards for
2010 on November 16, 2010 at the Shangri-la
Hotel, Singapore.
Sorab with his boundless energy brought
international recognition to the Institute
of Advertising Singapore and has the
distinction of being the only IAS Council
member to both attend as well as lecture to
its students in IAS courses.
In his acceptance speech Sorab had two
quotes. Here is what he said:
Firstly, as Isaac Newton put it in 1676 - “If
I have seen a little further it is by standing
on the shoulders of Giants.” I have been
blessed with a career that spanned 35 years
in 6 countries with 2 world renowned
companies. I have had the good fortune to
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learn at the feet of the great masters who
gave selflessly of their valuable time.
Secondly, all through my career I have
passionately served the Industry with a
strong belief that we must give back to the
community what we were fortunate to have
received; and this Chinese proverb says it
better than I could ever have:
“If you want happiness for an hour take a
nap.
If you want happiness for a day go fishing.
If you want happiness for a month get
married.
If you want happiness for a year inherit a
fortune.
If you want happiness for a lifetime help
others.”

Young and talented, Khushnuma
Bhesania received the “Exemplary
Student Leadership Award” at the Keck
Graduate Institute, USA, in May 2011.
Khushnuma currently works as a
Product Manager for Veracyte, which
is a molecular diagnostic start-up in
the beautiful city of San Francisco,
California.
Khushnuma is originally from
Baroda. In 2004 she completed her
MSc in Biochemistry and won the
Gold Medal from the M.S.University,
Baroda. Thereafter she joined
Quintiles, India Pvt. Ltd., and was
based in Singapore for sometime
where she handled the training needs
of Quintiles staff across their offices
in Korea, China. Malaysia, Indonesia
and Japan. In 2009 Khushnuma joined
Keck Graduate Institute of Applied
Life Sciences (KGI) in the US to pursue
a second Masters.

Book Launch

Laughter

in the House

w
ne

Encore to an Era

W

ELCOME TO A CHRONICLE
celebrating the lives and laughs
of at least three generations of
actors and audiences... who, in the twentieth
century, brilliantly brought alive the amazing
cultural phenomenon that was Parsi theatre.
In what promises to be a seminal work,
documenting the best and brightest theatrics
from an almost extinct era, Laughter in the
House is a sumptuous volume presented
by Meher Marfatia, a writer and editor in
Mumbai. The dynamic men and women that
readers meet on the pages of this book were
- and some, fortunately, still are - wonderful
emissaries of the lightness and liveliness of
their times.
Parsi theatre from about 1940 to 2000
was influenced by pioneering strides in the
stagecraft of a creatively charged earlier
century. Having first discussed these historic
turning points, the author then goes on to
track the golden age of Parsi Gujarati drama,
which ensured that new naataks held sway
well beyond opening nights as Navroze
offerings.
The penmanship of incredibly gifted
playwrights like Adi Marzban, Pheroze
Antia, Dorab Mehta and Homi Tavadia
lay at the core of hundreds of memorable
plays. Nudged on by leading directors of
the day, ragingly popular stars of the ilk
of Pheroze Antia, Dinoo Nicholson, Piloo
Wadia, Dadi Sarkari, Ruby and Burjor Patel,
Nader Nariman and Hilla Nariman, Pervez
Mehta, Eric Paymaster, Dinyar Contractor,

Villoo Panthaky, Bomi and Dolly Dotiwala,
Scheherazade and Rohinton Mody delivered
smash hit productions that enjoyed several
jubilee runs. The hysterical antics of
comic giants including Minoo Davar, Jean
Bhownagary, Dinshah Daji, Jimmy Pocha
and Jangoo Irani proved they were masters
of their game. As did technical experts who
ingeniously executed sets, lights, music and
make-up with sheer virtuosity.
These veterans came together to entertain
thousands of Parsi and non-Parsi viewers
alike. Sister communities sharing the same
language, such as the Hindu Gujaratis,
Bohra and Khoja Muslims, often still laud
their favourite actors who regaled them
so unforgettably. Painter MF Husain is
only one such interviewee in the book. In
fact, in its 1960s and ’70s heyday, theatre
greats joined hands with Gujarati writers,
directors and actors, to steer the Parsi wing
of Indian National Theatre to immense
success. Proud owners of this coffee table
book would see how it boasts over 300/350
rare, archival photographs carefully culled
from the oldest, most distinguished theatre
families. Recent pictures of surviving
thespians are captured by internationally
feted photographer and filmmaker Sooni
Taraporevala. The Foreword is written by
noted Indian Journalist and Columnist Bachi
Karakaria. These combine beautifully with
the design genius of Khurshed Poonawala,
of Commercial Art Engravers, to present
a collector’s item with lavish production

values.
Besides being an essential compilation
recording the anecdotes, memories and
career-best performances of the scenestealers it pays richly deserved tribute to,
Laughter in the House poses thoughtprovoking questions on the relevance and
future of Parsi theatre. It is in this poignant
context that the book assumes special
significance, at a time when there is both
a vital interest in and an important need
to record the community’s achievements.
The volume was launched in August, in
time to welcome and celebrate yet another
auspicious Navroze. It serves as an attractive
and enduringly appreciated corporate
gift option as well (with the name of the
company custom-printed on the book’s title
page within).
From formidably talented writers and
directors to ultimately skilled performers
and technicians, every exciting stage life
featured touches you as a consummately
inspiring, passionately traced experience.
Set off on a journey of pure joy. Read these
stories, salute their spirit. Let there once
more be laughter in the house!

Laughter in the House - by Meher Marfatia
Photographs by : Sooni Taraporevala
Published by 49/50 Books

Ruby Patel in smart step with
Dadi Sarkari in Gher Ghungro
ne Ghotalo

Dinoo Nicholson and Dinshah
Daji in Kataryu Gap, 1957

The Book comes with audio CD of 4 original soundtracks including the
1960 revue Hasa Has, Adi Marzban’s Parsi Qawwali & songs
by Dinsha Daji

Price: Rs. 2250/- Discounts available
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Adrenaline overrun and

surplus business
capacity in Dubai

I

Looking ahead,
Dubai will have
to correct course
and enter into
agreements with its
neighbourhood
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F ALIVE AND WELL IN DUBAI
today, Adam Smith, the proponent of
the ‘laissez-faire’ (free market) economic
theories would be a happy and vindicated
person. The city-state epitomizes his theories
with a robust pro-business framework. The
last decade may have been an ‘over-drive’;
when a lesser mortal may have collapsed
in fatigue at the incessant flow of activities.
The 2000s were similar to Malaysia’s socalled “massive monumentalism” with an
ambitious airport, cyber super-corridors
and Petronas-style physical structures. But
the irrational exuberance (per Greenspan)
of pre-2007 gave way to a ‘stagflation’ and

recessionary era. The ‘overhang’ in the boom
era of the big, bold and the beautiful resulted
in unfinished projects that, ab initio, proved
to be inherently unviable propositions.
“Gloom & doom merchants” have,
however, never deterred Dubai’s determined
drive to be the ‘hub’ of all happenings in the
region! For the sheer quality and pace of
execution, full credit must go to Dubai Inc.’s
project teams. Since the 1980s, every project
from the Dubai Aluminium Company and
the Jebel Ali Port, in the yesteryears, to
the more recent DIFC, Dubai Internet and
Media Cities etc. have been completed on
time and to world class standards.

The scorching pace set by the authorities
created clones (a la the Godolphin
syndrome) of a few horses from the same
stable running for the World Cup! Some of
these start-up businesses on the eve of the
new millennium, and since, were done in a
huge hurry and with questionable business
models and inadequate risk analyses.
They relied on the “recycled” feasibility
studies prepared by leading consulting
and accounting firms, whose projections of
market share and profitability proved to be
highly flawed and patently unachievable.
The market could not absorb capacitycreation on this scale i.e. a mushrooming of
new players relying on leverage, poaching
of professionals and with little sustaining
power in their financials.
The authorities did provide them all with
quality infrastructure, superb ambience
/ lifestyle, communication, connectivity
and compensation (pay package) of worldclass standards. However, new players with
no previous track-record jumped on the
bandwagon; enamoured by the general hype
and hoopla. Some of them began to talk of
catering to “clusters” and the wider region;
whereby the market potential was painted in
bold, broad strokes. A few billion people of a
mass market were suddenly perceived as the
manna from heaven, available to companies
operating from Dubai. Conceptually, they
aggregated the ‘neighbourhood’ (i.e. the
GCC, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, the Indian subcontinent and Egypt). This hub and spokes
model was tempting to visualize for the
‘neighbourhood’, which, on paper, totalled
up to a massive GDP and purchasing
power of a few trillion U.S. Dollars, but
currently lacking internal resources and
capabilities. Having had to contend with
stifling bureaucracies at home, taxation
and the poor quality of living i.e. a lethal
mix deterring even the most friendly MNCs,
Dubai was promoted as the answer, what
with the wherewithal to exploit the region’s
weaknesses.
Dubai’s traders and businessmen,
historically, have displayed nimbleness,
cosmopolitanism and the city had
rightly invested in superior physical and
communication infrastructure. But 2007
‘fall’ changed all that.
Looking ahead, Dubai will have to
correct course, reach out and enter into
trade and tax treaties / agreements with its
neighbourhood; similar to what Mauritius

has done in terms of avoidance of doubletaxation treaties. Countries like India,
China, Pakistan and Indonesia have allowed
Mauritius to flourish as a low-tax transit route
for directing huge capital / investment flows
into their countries. A similar recognition
will have to be negotiated and obtained by
Dubai and the UAE, so that the businesses
that operate from here are provided
preferential access to the neighbourhood
markets. This, of course, is easier said than
done! Inevitably, countries, reciprocally,
give their most preferred nation status to
extract a quid pro quo (a bit of give and take).
If achieved in an intra-region and cooperative mode, such reciprocal measures
will enhance and legitimize Dubai’s role in
the region. Rather than be perceived as an
intruder or unwelcome competition, Dubai
can correctly position itself as a catalyst
and an ideal partner city - conducive to
enhancing trade, business and investment
flows. Dubai can thus fulfil a role in the
Arabian Gulf that HongKong and Singapore
perform for China and East Asia. Such a
strategy can help utilize some of the excesses
and surpluses created in the boom era.
Dubai can also replicate and emulate the
example of Singapore in calibrating future
business growth carefully; cushioning
the swings of the market pendulum by
active market intervention. This can be
done through designated state-owned
institutions. Although some may resent
adoption of the seemingly paternalistic
and overbearing attitude of the Singapore
bureaucrats, in reality, Singapore combines
a quiet dialogue and tough decision-making
during volatile economic cycles. Market
discipline is as important as vibrancy and
unbridled entrepreneurship for any country.
On an ongoing basis, industry and
sectoral studies ought to monitor how much
capacity is being created in each industry
or trading segment – be they in hotels, real
estate, construction, contracting, printing,
telecom, etc. Good background dossiers /
updates can enable both the authorities (and
the businesses they serve) to rely on credible
data and trends, especially in forging a foray
into new activities. Such data collection and
credible statistics can lead to a more rational
allocation of scarce resources at the macroeconomic level.
The authorities in Dubai have, thus far,
been consultative and pragmatic. Pooling
collective wisdom will help them to achieve

periodic stock-taking on a realistic basis.
Indeed, ironically, crises are good times
to fine-tune the economy to propel it to a
higher trajectory in the comity of city states.

About:
Suresh Kumar - is the
Chief Executive Officer
of Emirates Financial
Services PSC, Emirates
NBD Group.
The views expressed in
this article are personal
and not necessarily shared
by the Bank.
Email: sureshk@
EmiratesNBD.com
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ISK IS AN INHERENT PART
of being in business. It can be
managed and its adverse outcomes
can be mitigated. The greatest challenge
for small business owners is to find the
proper balance between peace of mind and
profitability. Trying to completely eliminate
risk from your business is unrealistic and can
be prohibitively expensive or cause you to
institute policies that may be so risk averse
that your business never grows.
When many business owners think about
“risk management” it’s usually limited to
purchasing standard insurance protection
without much consideration for other ways
to protect the business. Risk management
can be very complex, but it doesn’t have to
be at first. Get started with a simple, easy
to follow plan for managing and mitigating
business risks and if needed expand from
there. Take these steps to put an initial
risk management plan into place at your
company:

First: Identify Risks
Some risks are common to most or all
businesses. Others are very specific to your
business and only you as the owner can
know them. The best way to approach this
is to use a standard risks checklist as a start
and then add to it based on your specific
expertise. Any business owner who wants
one can email me and I will be happy to send
one, which addresses potential risks. Some
initial risks to think about are:
• Property losses – typically occur from
physical damage, loss of use and/or
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criminal activity.
• Business interruption losses – occurs
if your business stops selling for some
reason (say because of a fire). In addition
to the property losses incurred, the
company would not be able to produce
goods and sell them. This “interruption in
your business activities” can be protected.
• Liability losses – refer to legal liability
for damages or injury caused to others by
your company.
• Key Person losses – refer to the costs
associated with an important employee or
owner becoming sick, disabled or dying.
The impact of a key person loss on a
small business can be catastrophic.
• Injury to employees – refers to the costs
associated with an employee becoming
injured while at work.

Second: Determine your
Company’s Vulnerability
for each Risk
Vulnerability is a function of
probability – what are the odds that
a particular risk will materialize and cost
– how much does your company stand to
lose as a result. The goal of this step is to
quantify which risks are worth worrying
about and which ones aren’t. For the ones
that are worth worrying about, the question
becomes how affordable is it to protect your
company against that risk. If a particular risk
has a low probability of occurring and if it
did would cost your company a maximum of
$50,000 in losses but it will cost $45,000 to
protect against this risk, it may not be a good
use of resources to protect against it.

RISK CANNOT BE
OVERLOOKED, SAYS
GREG POGONOWSKI,
AN INDEPENDENT
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
AND EXPLAINS HOW
CATASTROPHES
IN BUSINESS CAN
BE AVOIDED BY
PREPARING A
PROPER RISK
MANAGEMENT PLAN.

Protection Insurance
Third: Prepare Contingency Plans
Contingency planning goes beyond just
buying Insurance, although this is very
important! There are many ways to manage
risks:
• Implementing policies that value
employee safety over speed
• Installing a security system to guard
against property losses
• Avoiding transactions with dubious
potential customers
• Training high potential managers on
the roles and responsibilities
of their superiors to protect against Key
Person losses
• And more...
An effective Risk management plan
is comprehensive and creative. It goes
beyond Insurance and once again any
business owner that would like to please
contact me and I will email it to them.

Fourth: Acquire the right types of
Insurance
Insurance, however, should not be forgotten
or minimized! It is a central part of risk
management. Key types of Insurance are:
• General liability insurance – This
covers expenses related to legal liability
for injury to a third party. It typically
covers property damage, bodily injury,
medical expenses and the cost of hiring
legal counsel to defend your company.
• Product liability insurance – Covers
expenses related to legal liability for injury
or damage caused by a defective product.

If your company manufactures, distributes
or sells products at retail then it would be
wise to obtain product liability insurance.
• Professional liability insurance –
Similar to product liability insurance,
but for services instead of products. This
protects against malpractice, errors and
negligence. It is sometimes referred to as
“errors and omissions” Insurance.
• Commercial property insurance –
Covers the loss of and damage to business
property. Property losses and business
interruption losses discussed in the first
step are typically covered by commercial
property Insurance.

Fifth: Monitor and Adapt as
needed
Risk management plans should be reviewed
and updated regularly. Taking a few days
every six months with your Financial
Adviser to review and update it for the
current conditions of your business is a wise
investment. This review meeting should also
include the owners, department heads and (if
warranted) a risk management consultant.
Many times Insurance Companies – with an
eye on reducing payouts on claims – provide
hands on advice on mitigating new risks as
they come along this is where your Adviser
will prove themselves. During the update
period it would be a good time to reach out
to them as well.
Having a good grasp of risk management
for your business will also be important if
you plan to raise capital from investors. It
is essential for getting them comfortable
with the investment opportunity. Reckless

About:
GREG POGONOWSKI
DipPFS, MAQ,
CertCII(MP), MDRT
is an INDEPENDENT
FINANCIAL ADVISER
with over 27 years
experience in the Financial
Services Profession and
works with Pinnacle Asset
& Wealth Management
He can be contacted
by email at: greg@
yourmoney-matters.com
Or by calling 050 8769035
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leaders take reckless risks; prudent leaders
take calculated risks. Risk management is
the “calculator.”

Entrepreneurs Are Living The
Dream, But Are They Happy?
1. People who risk things earlier are
happier. There is a saying; youth is wasted
on the young. Risks early in one›s career
tend to have much more upside potential
than downside risk. If one tries something
of greater risk and it does not work out,
there›s time to go back to a safer and more
conservative path.
2. People who live their lives through
experiences are happiest. According to
The New York Times. Doers, not talkers,
come out on top. Meaningful experiences,
such as travelling and spending time with
friends, create nostalgic happiness that
lingers.
3. Keep close relationships. Entrepreneurs have no free-time, but they need
to make time for friends if they want to
be happy. In our professional careers, we
think about relationships for their business ‹networking value.› But relationships
give us something much more than connections to facilitate business they can actually be the biggest drivers of a positive
and healthy lifestyle. The leading health
experts of our day emphasize this need.
4. Never stop learning. Intellectual curiosity and a desire to stay relevant are hallmarks of happier people.
Success comes from you knowing who
you are and what your values are, and
from being able to recognize success
because you›d already defined it for
yourself in the first place. Diving into an
endeavour without those fundamentals is a
pretty sure recipe for making sure you never
accomplish the thing that it turns out you
wanted. But there is a difference between
being foolhardy (like jumping off a cliff with
a tent strapped to your back!) and taking
sensible calculated risks, tempered with a
“back up” (of Insurance) if things do not go
to plan.
Helping Business Owners, especially
SMEs and family owned enterprises, protect
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their businesses is vital in today’s market
conditions. All too often the impact of an
enforced change of ownership or loss of a
‘key person’, through illness or death, can
have a devastating effect on a business. This
can often be overlooked and the disruptive
and monetary consequences could have a
huge impact on a business. It seems ‘strange’
that business owners don’t think twice about
insuring assets such as company cars, offices
and equipment, etc; but fail to insure or
fully insure their most valuable assets: their
key people – those on whom the business
depends.
Responsible business owners may have
a Life Insurance scheme in place for the
employees (including themselves usually),
but this pays out to the next of kin and
provides nothing for the company. Where
will the company get money to replace a
key individual if they have to ‘head hunt’ a
replacement literally to start tomorrow?
Some might say that their business would
not suffer too much, and this may be true
in larger organisations. But the fact is, with
SMEs, all too often when a customer’s key
contact at your company is no longer there,
experience shows the customer (quite
naturally) has a ‘wait and see approach’. Will
your company still be able to deliver the
goods and/or services the customer received
before, without their contact there to sort
things out? Will the customer look to see
who the new ‘guy’ is before continuing their
business relationship with you?
Worst of all, will your customer go to your
competitor if they perceive your company
could be in trouble now? How often has
a business folded because the owner is no
longer there, and because the family cannot
continue effectively without them?
All of this not only applies to death but
many people forget this would also apply
to disability too. If the key person has to
retire ‘today’ due to ill health, whilst their
medical bills may be paid by the company
or individual medical plan, what will the
company do to replace the income this
person generated, to say nothing about what
the employee will do for money after they
leave hospital........
Once a business has identified who the
key person/people are within a company
it should be easy to highlight the need for
business assurance.

Imagine a scenario where the key person
drives a rather nice company car. On the way
to the office yesterday he/she was involved in
an accident, with the car being a total writeoff and the key person unfortunately being
killed. Ask yourself:
1. Which loss will have the most immediate
impact on the business?
2. Which one of the two assets could be
replaced by 9:00am tomorrow morning with
a newer and better model?
If it makes sense to insure the easily
replaceable, non-income producing
assets of a company, doesn’t it make
sense to ensure that the income and
profit-producing assets of the business
are insured too?
How many businesses insure office
equipment (etc) for their full replacement
value, but neglect to insure their most
valuable assets (their key staff) at all!
A ‘Company Will’ protects the interests of
co-owners of a business and family members
in the event of the death of a partner or
director/shareholder.
A ‘Company Will’ ensures that:
1. Capital is available immediately for
share purchase or to pay off specific loans
or other debts. This should be arranged in
line with each partner’s shareholding.
2. Control of the business remains where
it is intended and ensures business
continuity.
3. Protection for dependants of the
partners/directors.
In conclusion, it’s always better to get
rid of the “big problem” by giving it to
Insurance Company, and be left only
with the “small problem” of paying the
premium.

Training

Get Ready for
Tomorrow:
Prepare your Professional
Development
Plan (PDP) Today.
So what is a PDP?
PDP stands for Personal and/Professional
Development Planning. It is the process of
reviewing, building and reflecting on your
personal and professional development
regularly. The process encourages you to
take a step back and reflect on what you have
achieved in a structured way. It also involves
clearly identifying your goals and planning
the steps you need to take to accomplish
those goals.
A PDP helps you to:
• Be clear about what you have learnt
and what you can do, and enables you to
communicate this effectively to others
• Help you identify areas for development
(anything from personal goal to changing
careers)
• Provide resources and support to help you
develop specific skills
• Increase your effectiveness and
confidence as an individual and a
professional
• Bring together your personal and
professional experience and achievements
(jobs, sport, leisure, volunteering,
representative roles etc.)

Why do you need a PDP?
PDP tracks both prior and current
achievements and assists in the development
of transferable skills. This article though is
not about the professional plan that your
company creates for you. Rather, it is about
the one you create for yourself and that
in my opinion is the most interesting and
rewarding one to create! Surprised? Please
allow me to explain:
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Responsibility – When you create your
PDP – and you commit to achieving it – you
take responsibility for your life. You feel
powerful and in control. You know where
you stand, and where you are heading. You
are then able to choose the best route to get
there while still enjoying the journey.
Saving Time and Effort – When you are
clear about your plans, you save yourself a
lot of time and time is the most precious
asset anyone can ever have. You don’t hang
around like so many people do, waiting
until something happens to wake you up.
You take charge of your destiny, making
use of every moment of your life to attain
your goals in professionally pleasurable
ways.
Clarity – How many times have you heard
someone say they don’t know what they
want? I, for one, hear it all the time. The
question I always reply with is this: Have
you ever invested the time in sitting down
and writing what is that you really want
in life and in your career? PDP gives you
clarity about the present and future. When
you take time to do this, you realize what
you are doing now, why you are doing it,
and how your present actions can help you
reach your future goals.
Choice – You do have a choice! You make
choices each moment of your life, even
though there are times you might not feel
that you do. If you think carefully, you will
see that you do. For example, when you let
others make decisions for you about your
future or career pl ans, you made a choice
to give them control over your choices and
gives you power over your life. Your future
is like a blank canvas, waiting to be turned

into a beautiful painting. It is up to you to
decide what you want it to look like.
Long Term Employability – We live in
a volatile business climate. Your fellow
competitors are mobile, willing to travel
the world, move to another country, or
work in a cosmopolitan atmosphere. The
financial world is going through ups and
down with no end in sight. Consequently,
your success depends upon being
employable and professionally at the
top of your game! In order to complete,
you must invest in yourself to become a
knowledgeable, experienced guru. Sounds
risky? This investment in yourself can
easily develop your career into a cash
generating machine. How? Specialize.
Find a niche. Plan to become an expert in
whatever filed you choose. That is when
YOU become a rare currency who is always
needed, no matter what state the economy
is in.
Satisfaction at Work – When you are in
an influential position, backed by a clear
development plan that helps you become
an expert in your field, you will experience
a powerful sense of self confidence. That
confidence will come naturally when you
realize the power that your knowledge,
experience, control, commitment and
responsibility gave you. You can then
choose where you want to work and
what you want to do. You will become
proactive, rather than reactive, within
your profession. And the natural result
will be more satisfaction, personally and
professionally, in whatever workplace you
ultimately choose.

Creating Your PDP using the
GROW Model
Create your own PDP using the new version I
created of the GROW model, and learn why
it is different than anything else you have
ever seen!
Let’s discover together:
G for Goal – Establish your BF Career
Goal
Wondering what BF stands for, it stands
for Big Fat Goal! Everyone talks about
realistic goals, I say – dream big, then work
backwards, break down your BF goal to
smaller SMART goals (Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Relevant and Time Bound) and
then go ahead and start achieving your little
dreams one by one until you reach your BF
goal. Dare to dream big? Yes? Great!
Ask yourself:
• What are my Values?
• What am I most passionate about?
• Where do I see myself 30 years from now?
• Have I chosen this goal from a place of
internal pressure or pain?
• Am I following my heart and being true to
myself?
• Is my life focused on the things that really
matter to me?
• Am I being the person I want to be in this
world?
• How will I know that I have achieved my
goal?
Finally ask yourself: Am I satisfied with
this Goal? If not, then it is not the right BF
goal. Try again!

R for Reality – Realize what is holding
you back
Ask yourself:
• What is happening around me now?
• How do I see myself and my position in
the world?
• Where do I stand at work? At home? In
relationships?
• What do I believe are my worst fears?
• From where do these beliefs come?
• How are my fears realized in the present?
• What is the effect or result of that?
• How satisfied am I with my current Reality?
O for Options – Open your Mind – Think
out of the box
Ask yourself:
• What can I do Now? (Willingness, Tools
and Skills, Practice, Planning, Logistics,
Accountability)
• What would I do if I were not limited by
my fears?
• What are the benefits and downsides of
each option?
W for Will – I Will
Ask yourself:
• What am I willing to do and when?
• Where are my internal and external
limitations?
• How will I overcome or negotiate my way
around them?
• On a scale of 1 to 10, how committed am I
to pursing and achieving my action plan?

About:
Hanan Nagi is an
international trainer,
executive coach, personal
development expert,
writer and inspirational
speaker. She is also the
producer and presenter
of the coaching and
human development TV
show “Develop your life”
on DM.T.V. With more
than 16 years experience
in the corporate world in
various industries, Nagi
now helps organizations
achieve their goals
through their people,
using custom coaching
training programs. She
has been recognized by
HH Sheikh Mohammed
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice President and Prime
Minister of the UAE and
Ruler of Dubai for her
contribution to excellence
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people’s development field
when she won the Dubai
Government Excellence
Award.
For more information visit
www:hni.ae; info@hni.ae
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It’s simply ...

How You Think

HAPPINESS IS A STATE OF MIND DERIVED FROM THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING, SAYS NOZER
BUCHIA, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF EQUIPCAP GROUP OF COS. TEXAS, U.S.A.

T

HE TASK AHEAD OF US IS
never as great as the power behind
us. It is always the way we think that
makes a difference to our attitude going
forward. We must learn to accept that some
days we are the pigeon and some days we
are the statue. In my opinion, happiness is
a state of mind derived from the power of
positive thinking. A truly happy person is
one who can enjoy the scenery on a detour.
It is always how you think!
How you think... really matters
A teenage boy just passed his driving test
and asked his father as to when they could
discuss the use of his car. The father said “Let
me make a deal with you son. You bring your
grades up from a C to an A, study your Bible
a little, and get your hair cut. Then we’ll talk
about the car.” The boy thought about that
for a moment and decided that he would
settle for the offer. After about six weeks the
father said, “Son, you’ve brought your grades
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up and I’ve observed that you have been
studying your Bible, but I’m disappointed you
haven’t had your hair cut.” The boy said, “You
know Dad, I’ve been thinking about that and
I’ve noticed in my studies of the Bible that
Samson had long hair, John the Baptist had
long hair, Moses had long hair...and there’s
even strong evidence that Jesus had long
hair.” The father replied, “Son, did you also
notice they all walked everywhere they went?”
If you think you are beaten... you are. It’s
all in the frame of mind. Fate will determine
who comes into your life, but only your
thoughts will determine who stays. Only
when we are inspired in thought, will we
be motivated to take action. In fact the
Zoroastrian religion has been founded on
the very principle of Good Strong Thoughts.
It’s not where you start... it’s where you finish
that matters!
An old man, poorly dressed, sitting next
to me at a doctor’s office, turned to me and
asked me a very weird question, one that you

SO LET’S DISCOVER…

would not expect to be asked by someone that
you have just met for the very first time. “Are
you rich my friend”... he asked me. Instantly
my guard went up as I thought – he wants
some money, I am certain. “Why do you
ask me such a question” I replied. To which
he laughed and said “Gosh, I just realized
this morning that I am really rich... I have
Silver in my Hair, Gold in my Teeth, Stones
in my Kidneys, Sugar in my Blood, Iron in
my Arteries, and an inexhaustible supply of
Natural Gas. I never thought I’d accumulate
such wealth!!!”
You can never rise above the level of your
thinking
Life is a reflection of your thoughts,
actions and inactions. As a person thinks in
his heart, so is he. The way your mind works
affects everything you do. You will always
grow in the direction of your dominant
thoughts. Your life is powered by your
thoughts and can be transformed as you
renew the way that you think.

Think outside the box

Problem

Solution

Join the dots by no more than three straight lines

You are who you think you are!
With all positive influences in my life, my
faith has been strengthened, my emotions
are contained and my thinking has greatly
matured. Here are some useful hints that
will enable you to raise your level of thinking
and firm up your desire to be successful.
1. Quit thinking about thinking to quit –
Winners never quit and quitters never win
2. You cannot see your picture if you are
in the frame – learn to be objective and
evaluate yourself as another person would
do
3. Our minds are powerful tools that can
harness to create our reality - Each thought
is like a stone dropped into a lake, sending
ripples out into our worlds to affect all that
they touch
4. Most entrepreneurs fail because they
allow ‘fear’ to grip their lives through
their thinking - We need to start thinking
differently. We need to think with
confidence.
5. What we say to ourselves, affects
our performance - This in turn affects
our attitude through our subconscious
thinking and causes us to get on the path
to negativity
6. We cannot solve problems using the
same kind of thinking we used to create
them in the first place – be creative in your
thinking
7. Never allow your thinking to be swayed
by another person’s thoughts – remember
you are who you think you are

Successful people... Think Quick
A man walked into his supermarket and asked
to buy half a head of lettuce. The boy working
in that department told him that they only
sold whole heads of lettuce. The man was
insistent that the boy ask the manager about
the matter. Walking into the back room, the
boy said to the manager, “some old grumpy

guy wants to buy a half a head of lettuce.” As
he finished his sentence, he turned around to
find that the man was standing right behind
him, so he quickly added, “And this gentleman
kindly offered to buy the other half.” The
manager approved the deal and the man
went on his way. Later, the manager said to
the boy, “I was impressed with the way you
got yourself out of that situation earlier, we
like people who can think on their feet here...
where are you from son?” “New Zealand, Sir,”
the boy replied.
“Why did you leave New Zealand?” the
manager asked. The boy said “Sir, there’s
nothing but whores and rugby players there.”
“Is that right?” replied the manager, “My wife
is from New Zealand!” “Really?” replied the
boy, “What team did she play for?”

In Conclusion
It is often said... ‘Think outside the box’. I
say, why talk about any box at all. What we
repeatedly do is curtail the power of the
human brain and thereby the flow of our
thoughts. As parents, we often even think
for our children and do not allow them to
think for themselves. In fact what we do is
create dependents that cannot do much for
themselves in life because they do not know
how. We have always been their ‘thinking
pod.’
Successful Entrepreneurs kindle a burning
desire to win by thinking smart and thinking
big. If you can think it, you can make it
happen.
I believe that the greatest gift a parent can
give a child is the ability to think on its own.
That gift is worth more than anything in
the world as it builds confidence in speech,
thought and action.
Develop the ability to think positively and
think big – for you are who you think you are!

About:
Nozer Buchia is President
and CEO of Equicap
Group of Companies,
based in Houston, Texas,
USA.
In addition to being
a Motivational,
Inspirational and a
Keynote Speaker, Nozer
also works and consults
with organizations
worldwide and helps them
plan and strategize for
success. His much awaited
Book Why Entrepreneurs
Really Fail, is due to be
released soon.
Nozer Buchia can be
contacted at nozer@
equicapgroup.com or
at (832) 606-1777 or visit
www.equicapgroup.com.
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Planning for

Eventualities

“

M

OST PEOPLE ARE AWARE
that they need a Will, yet the
majority of them, don›t have
one. They do not like to pause on the issues
of death and the perceived wisdom is they
would rather trust their heirs to distribute
their estate, than spend a short amount of
time making their own will/arrangements.
Unless you make a Will, you cannot
guarantee that your belongings, when you
die, will be distributed as you wish.
Speaking of the Zoroastrian/Parsi
community, it is blessed with longevity. This
coupled with the fact that its members are
progressive, widely travelled / settled and
affluent, it is all the more important that
they realize the need for preparing a Will.
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Here is a brief over-view of the Law
relating to Wills and Succession in India.
The Parsis being considered as one of the
“natives” of India by the British and being
a force to reckon with had certain laws
relating to succession which were passed
by the British namely ‘The Parsi Intestate
Succession Act, 21 of 1865.
Similarly
there were other personal Acts passed for
Hindus, Christians and Mohammedans.
The changing social needs of the 20th
Century saw the British promulgating The
Indian Succession Act, 1925 consolidating
the earlier laws applicable to intestate and
testamentary succession. Amongst other
things The Parsi Intestate Succession Act
1865 was repealed. The Indian Succession

Act 1925 is presently in force in India and
governs the laws pertaining to Will and
administration of Estates. It also contains
special rules as to Parsi Intestate Succession
more particularly section 50 to 56.
Before delving into the need to make a Will,
generally speaking, most people are fearful
to make a Will, because psychologically they
think that their life would end, which is not
so. The right time to make a Will is when
you start earning.

This begets a corollary question who
administers the estate after the death of
the testator?
The persons who are appointed under a
Will to act as administrator are termed as
“Executors”.
The Executors are recognized by law as
those persons who are appointed under
a Will by the Testator and in whom the
property of the Testator vests upon the
death of the Testator. The Executors, thus,
become the legal owners of the estate of the
Testator’s properties, holding the same in
Trust for the beneficiaries/legatees.
In other words it can be safely said that the
Executors double up as Trustees and after
completing administration of the testator’s
estate, they are discharged from their duties.
A testator may choose not to appoint
Executors: this also is valid and in such a case
the heirs are responsible to obtain Letters of
Administration of the deceased.

If a Parsi/Irani Zoroastrian does not make
his Will in that event, the legal heirs will
succeed to the estate in the manner laid
down in law (i.e. Intestate Succession).
As stated above, Sections 50-56 lays down
the general Rules of Intestate Succession i.e.
if a parsi dies without making a Will. In such
a scenario-- in what manner and quantum a
legal heir of the deceased gets his/her share,
is stated. Moreover, to collect the estate
of the deceased and distribute it as per the
predetermined manner under the provisions
of Sections 50-56, will be a cumbersome task
for the legal heirs. The legal heirs will have
to inform the Banks, Companies, Statutory
and regulatory authorities (like income
tax authorities Municipal authorities etc),
societies and landlords informing the
demise of an Individual. Then the legal heirs
will have to pay the legal dues like income
taxes of the deceased. Thereafter getting the
movable and immovable properties in their
names would be a major time consuming
factor. These processes may, in some cases
lead to strained relationships amongst legal
heirs whilst carrying out administration
of the estate. Thus to obviate hardship to
legal heirs the making of the Will assumes
importance.
However, if a Parsi dies leaving behind
him, his Last will and Testament then the
provisions of the Will would prevail once the
Probate is granted by the Court of competent
Jurisdiction.
Probate is a process whereby the Hon’ble
Court “certifies” the genuineness of a Will
under its Seal whereby the Executors can
thereafter go ahead in due administration of
the properties of the deceased.
It may be noted that a Parsi dying in
Mumbai needs to have his Will probated
compulsorily. If a Parsi dies outside India
leaving behind immovable and movable
properties in Mumbai then too obtaining
Probate of a Will is compulsory. It will not
matter if the Executors of such Will are
residing abroad or are expatriates.

Need to make a Will:

Who can make a Will?

So what is a Will?
The Will is defined u/s. 2(h) of the Indian
Succession Act 1925 as follows:
“Will means the legal declaration of the
intention of a testator with respect to his
property which he desires to be carried
into effect after his death”. Thus, a Will is
an ambulatory document i.e. a document
which “speaks” of the intention of the person
making it (testator or testatrix as the case
may be) after the death of the person as to
how his/her property is to be administered.

It is advisable for every individual to make a
Will so that he can bequeath his properties
to whomsoever he desires and in the manner
he desires.

About:
Manek Jangoo
Kalyaniwalla - Advocate
& Solicitor, High Court
Bombay, Solicitor
Supreme Court of
England and Wales (not
practicing).
Senior most Associate
in the law firm of Mulla
& Mulla and Craigie
Blunt & Caroe, Mumbai,
India is proficient in the
areas of Civil Litigation,
Arbtirations, Trust
and personal Laws,
conveyancing and
housing laws. For more
information contact:
Email: maneknmanek@
gmail.com
Phone: +919820319924

Every person of sound mind and not being
a minor may dispose of his property by
Will. Generally speaking, all persons who
have free will and sufficient discretion may
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bequeath their property to whomsoever they
like by their Will. However, it is to be borne
in mind that a person who makes a Will
should be free from any impairment which
may cause the Will to be rendered nugatory.
Some instances of impairment are:
a. Physical illness
b. Mental illness
c) Senility
d) Under influence of narcotic or psychotropic substance etc. in such cases the Will
may be struck down and the provisions of
law relating to Intestate Succession will apply.

Legal Requirements of a Will:
a) A Will can be made in any form and
in any language as desired by the Testator.
What is important is the intention of its
maker to use his discretion of making
bequests to the person or institutions of his
choice upon his death.
b) A legal requirement is that a Will must
be attested (i.e. witnessed) by atleast two
witnesses. An Executor of a Will should not
be one of the attesting witnesses to the Will.
c) A Will has to be in writing. However,
if any person is serving in the Armed Forces
and are on the battle front or involved in any
action which poses a threat to their life they
are allowed to make an oral Will. An oral
Will (“Privileged Will”) can be made before
two witnesses, who will then recount exactly
as far as possible the intention of such
person who loses his life on the battle field
in front of his legal heirs. If the legal heirs
have faith and belief in such witness’s then
administration can proceed otherwise it is
open to the heirs to file an administration
suit in the Court of competent jurisdiction.
d) It is the discretion of the Testator
to register his/her Will. Registration is a
process by which the Testator appears before
a Statutory Authority known as “The SubRegistrar of Assurances” and before whom
the Testator admits execution of his/her
Will. Thereupon the Registrar will endorse/
put his seal on the Will and return the same
to the Testator. A scanned copy of the Will
remain on the Sub-Registrar’s Record. If the
Testator so desires his Will can be deposited,
for safe keeping, with the Office of the SubRegistrar. Normally, it is advised to register
the Will that if the Testator is apprehensive
that his Will be challenged by his heirs and a
38
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Court case may ensue.

Steps to be taken by the Testator
whilst approaching his Attorney
for drafting his Will:
1. A testator should prepare a detailed
list of the assets (movable & immovable)
owned by him/her or like to come into his/
her hand in and around India or elsewhere
and liabilities to be met from the Estate of
the Testator.
2. Name of at least two person who will
act as Executor/Executrix of the Testator.
Executor should be the person who should
enjoy the confidence of the Testator. The
Executor, for obvious reasons, should be
younger to the Testator. An Executor should
be a person who is capable of contracting
(i.e. a person of sound mind who has
attained majority and who is not adjudged
as an insolvent). Making a slight departure
from the point said - that a minor can benefit
under a Will but the benefit will be accrue
to the natural guardian or the legal guardian
who will hold it in trust for the minor till
the minor becomes a major (i.e 18 years).
Similarly a person of unsound mind can
be a beneficiary under the Will but in this
case also the benefit will accrue to the legal
guardian who will hold the property in trust
for such person. An insolvent can also be a
beneficiary under a Will.
3. Names of at least two witnesses. The
Witnesses, again for obvious reasons, should
be younger to the Testator. The Witnesses
should be persons who are capable of
contracting (i.e persons of sound mind who
are major and not adjudged as insolvents).
The role of the witnesses would be to give
their Affidavits in Court when the Executors
apply for Probate.
4. Name, Age and Addresses of the
Legatees - any individual who is related by
heir-ship with the Testator.
5. Name, Age and Addresses of the
Legatees who are not related by heir-ship
with the Testator i,e friends, servants, some
deserving persons etc.
(A legatee is a person or institution to
whom a bequest is made by the Testator)
6. Name of the Institutions to whom
bequests are to be made by the Testator, if
any.

7. Bequest of Residuary estate/ assets
to heirs, persons etc. which assets are not
specifically mentioned in the Will.
The Testator may change his Will at any
time and as many times as he desires. The
Testator can in such an event prepare a fresh
Will or a document known as Codicil.
A Codicil is a document which is
testamentary in nature and which mentions
the changes or addition made in the main
Will of the Testator. Codicil is a written
amendment to a person’s Will which must
be dated signed and witnessed just as a Will
would be and must make some reference
to the Will it amend. A Codicil can add to
subtract from or modify the terms of the
original Will. When the person dies both
the original Will and Codicil are submitted
for approval by the Court (Probate) and
form the basis for the administration of the
estate and distribution of the belonging of
the writer. A codicil can also be registered
just like a Will as stated above. Sometimes
six codicils are prepared within a span of two
years.

Cautionary Note
A Will is not an easy document to make as
is the common perception. A lot of thought
goes into drafting and preparing a Will. It
is a very delicate and confidential document
putting the wishes of the Testator on paper.
Whilst this article is meant to give a brief
overview to the readers, it is earnestly
requested not to attempt to draft a Will
themselves but to approach their attorney
for professional advice.
Lastly a Will is a necessity and not a
luxury, so do not put it off until later.

YLEP News

Seen in the picture are Nowshir Engineer (extreme left, third row) & Parinaaz Navdaar (First from right, second row) with Al Noor School Children

Youth

Speak

T

HE MEMBERS OF YOUTH
Leadership Enhancement Team,
in Dubai have been busy working
behind the scenes over the past one year
on various community projects including
a program for children with special needs,
a dental camp for community children,
events for the UAE youth and much more.....
PAINTING COMPETITION AT AL
NOOR CENTRE FOR CHILDREN WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS
YLEP’s first community outreach program
was the painting competition, held
sometime back at the Al Noor Centre,
Barsha, Dubai, for Children with Special
Needs under supervision of school teachers
and a few young members of the YLEP team.
The painting competition was a fun
morning for 25 children with special needs,
armed with drawing sheets, crayons, colour
pencils, paints and brushes. The talented
students showed off their art and crafts
skills by producing amazing paintings of
princesses, clowns, animals and landscapes.
As a special surprise for the children,
3M generously gave away stationery
packs making all 25 children winners that

morning.
Nowshir Engineer, Director of YLEP –
Dubai who was present on the occasion
thanked the Team for sparing their time and
making the event a success. Complimenting
their efforts he said “bringing joy on the
faces of 25 children was truly inspiring and
we should consider ourselves fortunate to
be doing this program for them”.
CHILDREN’S DENTAL CAMP AT DR.
ASHIE DEBOO’S CLINIC
Another successful initiative launched by
YLEP was the Children’s Dental Camp at Dr.
Ashie Deboo’s clinic.
Dr. Deboo is a well known Dentist in
Dubai. She generously offered free dental
consultation to community children under
the age of sixteen. Moreover, she offered
free treatment to those children who
required sealants to protect their teeth
from cavities.
The initiative was lauded by members of
the community and parents of youngsters.
Following the success of the first camp,
Dr. Deboo is now continuing with this
program not only for children but for all our
community members this year.

Program by YLEP
Team, Dubai

About:
Parinaaz Navdaar
Chair, Special Needs
Program ,
YLEP-Team, Dubai
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Ganesha’s
Goodies in 2012
Bejan Daruwalla, Asia’s most famous astrologer makes predictions on life,
career, future, wealth, relationships and many other aspects. Read what’s in
store for you in 2012.

Aries: 21Mar – 19 Apr

Taurus: 20Apr – 20 May

Gemini: 21May – 20Jun

Cancer: 21Jun - 22Jul

Leo: 23Jul – 22Aug

Virgo: 23Aug – 22Sep

Ganesha predicts that you can expect
your heart to quiver, your mind to bend,
you imagination to hit the sky. Hard
work, a possible promotion, a new job, an
opportunity to get new loans or pay off old
ones, will all happen, thanks to Mars, your
main planet. A rich harvest awaits you in
February, June, October and December. Get
your travel kit ready. The health of elders,
family, members will need your urgent
attention. Collaborations, personal ties,
an official engagement, marriage will get
you a boost, in terms of emotions and your
happiness quotient.

Nobody can say that you are not a nice
person to know (read women, if it applies).
The moon brings you a lot of new things
in this year. A rare blend of humaneness,
warmth, brilliance. wedlock/padlock/liplock, or, even the locking of horns, is the way
it will be! Be cool, not crabby; be objective,
not sentimental. February has a money tree
for you. April, May, July, September and
November, are simply superb.
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Love accelerates like a Thunderbird from bud
to blossom (a modern, slightly incongruous
analogy), children give delight, hobbies
spur creativity, travel is more than probable,
friends rally around you and, obviously,
you love it all. January will force you to
concentrate, and concentrate you will: on
work, parents, new openings and a possible
change of career mid-course. There is the
danger of accidents and delays, though.
February, May, September, November
are excellent. Loans, funds, investments,
buying, selling, are the salient features.

You are truly a force to reckon with,
especially, in the work arena. You will
be saying and doing all the right things,
handling every job or chore with intensity
and skill. This quality will actually stretch to
include your socialising, play and pleasure
activities as well. In fact, both work and
pleasure come together with a harmonious
fusion. Do not neglect your health, or you
will have to pay for it, not just financially.
Children, relationships, travel, publicity,
ventures, communication at all levels absorb
you completely.

Pleasure and profit come in a complicated
package, but come they do! Love, sex,
bonding and/or separation, loans, funds,
joint-finance, investments, buying/selling,
will, inheritance, trusts.... Quite a tapestry
for sure! A child benefits from your example,
love and instruction now. Couples will enjoy
old friends visiting them. You’ll be pleased
with creative accomplishments, so invest
your energy into something worthwhile and
pleasing. February, April, June and October,
will be outstanding.

You will follow the dictum of Goethe,
namely, “He who seizes the right moment is
the right man.” 2012 will also be remarkable
for name and fame, publicity ventures,
campaigns, religious rites and rituals,
journeying and even going on a pilgrimage,
if the urge to do so possesses you. But to
this Ganesha devotee, 2012 more or less
marks a definite stage in your karma and
evolution (and I know it is so easy to say
these profound words! Here, I mean them
seriously), learning and wisdom, your sense
of tolerance and therefore, the consequent
expansion of horizons.

About:
Bejan Daruwalla - is Asia’s most widely read astrology columnist. He
combines Indian and Western Astrology, I-Ching, Tarrot Cards, Hebrew
Kabala of Numbers, Palmistry and Colours for his predictions. He was
awarded the highest degree of Vedic Astrology, “Jyotish MAHAHOPADHAYA”
by the Federation of Indian Astrologers. Certain predictions made by him have
stunned the world.

Libra: 23Sep – 22Oct

Scorpio: 23Oct – 21Nov

Sagittarius: 22Nov-21Dec

Capricorn: 22Dec – 19Jan

Aquarius: 20Jan – 18Feb

Pisces: 19Feb – 20Mar

“Mi casa es tu casa.” My house is your
house, as they say in Spanish is what you
will say. The accent, sharp and clear, is the
house, home, shop, on elders, in-laws,
land, domestic matters, renovation and
decoration. Find time for yourself, too. Like
the eye of the storm, you need to be centred.
Heavy demands will be made upon your
heart, purse, body, mind and soul. 2012 is
for love, laughter, the easy flow of feelings
and ideas. A year of tremendous confidence,
achievement, goodwill, power and prestige!

Without committing bigamy, you will
have two wives, ambition and power, as
Jupiter will be in your 5th angle, by western
astrology. The Capricornian is the ‘Big Dad’
of the zodiac; stern, responsible, careful,
moneyed, meticulous. Remember you will
be facing flak and criticism, in relationship,
family affairs and use of finance. That
will give a sweeter taste to final progress,
asserts Ganesha. Great satisfaction towards
November, says Ganesha.

Ganesha says that friendship and
relationships, stress and strain, love and
romance, journeys, a possible childbirth;
terrific creative outbursts and a big news
splash are is store for you. But there will
also be immense personal and professional
pressures. Buying/selling/shopping will
take top priority. Hectic activity will leave
you. Breathless! News and messages lead
to power and pelf. Secret deals, spirituality,
foreign connections, intrigues, pilgrimages,
make in exciting.

Cloak and dagger episodes, heavy expenses,
undercover, mysterious activities, Liasons
and ‘affaire de coeur’ (love affairs), intense
spirituality, looking after the sick and
unfortunate, charitable deeds, yes, all
contradictions and opposites in life will
now come together! Life itself is a paradox.
Experience it. Rest, relaxation is a must.
Otherwise you will be bogged down in your
work. Vistas of your mind, heart, spirit, open
out splendidly.

“I warmed both hands before the fire of
life,” will be your boast. Quite rightly so!
Home and work will be in a tug-of war to
claim you as their own. Happiness could
be the homecoming of someone you love;
immigrating to the place or country of your
choice; or having beautiful objects which
Ganesha claims is destined. There is a
danger of accidents, operations, ill-health.
Money and honey from socialising, contacts,
friends, well-wishers, partying.

“Kneel to the prettiest, bow to the wittiest;
kiss the one you love best”: and thus find
ample joy, sums up the year for you. Jupiter
will help you with loans, finances. It helps
you to entertain and be amused, have
romantic inclinations, which could well be
fulfilled. Your mate/partner/friend could
accompany you on a journey, or you might go
alone, but there will be plenty of movement
for you and your dear ones. A few hitches and
hiccups are likely. Health wise, do be careful.
A chop and change of staff, colleagues and
employees could be unsettling at first but
you’ll handle it rather well in the end. And
that’s what counts.
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Tryst with Community

M

For Dinshaw
and Bachi
Tamboly
Community
Service is
Simply a way
of life!
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ANY PEOPLE ENGAGE IN
community welfare activities
because they believe it carries
rewards beyond the tangible, but for
Dinshaw and his wife Bachi ‘Community
Service is a way of life!’
SynergyZ caught up with this wonderful
couple to know how they embarked on this
inspiring journey and improved lives of
several members of our community from
abject poverty to relative prosperity.
Says Dinshaw Tamboly....Upon the
recommendation of my aunt Mrs. Ruby
Contractor, I was invited to join the
International Board of WZO London in 1983
by late Dr. Mrs. Shirinbanoo S. Kutar and Mr.
Shahpur F. Captain. The first few years were
limited to receiving minutes of meetings held
in London, attending a few when I happened
to be there for professional assignments, and
looking into rare appeals for assistance that
would be received by WZO. All this changed

Welfare

in 1987 after WZO received Dr. Cashmera
Bhaya’s socio-economic report on the basis
of a sample (not census) survey that it had
commissioned. Dr. Bhaya by way of her
socio economic survey had identified 687
Zoroastrian families in 209 villages of South
Gujarat living below the poverty line.
Our family roots being in Navsari,
Shahpur Captain sounded us out if we would
be in a position to spearhead a movement
that would rehabilitate poor Zoroastrian
farmers of South Gujarat. Before accepting
such an onerous responsibility, we discussed
the prospects with a few people at Navsari,
experienced in agriculture and into our lives
entered late Firoj Panthaky, a then recently
retired conservator of forests and Farrokh
Kasad, an experienced farmer. Both were
keen to get involved in the project and thus
began the World Zoroastrian Organisation
Trust’s (WZOT) project to rehabilitate
Zoroastrian farmers living in abject poverty.

Before we began the actual work in August
1990, we laid down some ground rules for
ourselves, the principal one being that the
self respect & dignity of any beneficiary
would always be inviolable; we made it a
point to convey to beneficiaries that we were
not handing out doles by way of providing
farming equipment (sinking wells, levelling
fields, supplying seeds & fertilisers, setting
up poultry & dairy farms etc) but simply
extending them support that coupled with
their hard work would extricate them from
the morass of poverty and bring them back
into the mainstream of society. We also
impressed upon them that whilst availability
of funds were finite, the needs were infinite
and therefore it was expected that they
would from their enhanced earnings make
repayments to WZOT, according to their
capacity. When making repayments (on an
annual basis) the agrarian beneficiaries are
not only overjoyed but develop self-esteem
and confidence that they are not being a
burden on society. This project of WZOT
was launched by us in August 1990; we have
during the period August 1990 – December
2010 (20 years) undertaken the exercise
to rehabilitate 419 families in 176 villages,
expending Rs.53,683,651 in the process.
Whilst undertaking this project we realised
that there were many more individuals who
did not have land holdings but were keen to
do well in life. This necessity set us thinking
of how we could assist such individuals. We
conceived of and launched in 1995 a modest
project of extending interest free financial
support towards self employment (what
is now popularly known as micro credit).
In this project, we assess the viability of
projects that would facilitate individuals to
start small businesses of their choice; we
support beneficiaries by providing interest
free loans upto a maximum Rs.300,000/-,
that have to be repaid back in 40 equated
monthly instalments through post dated
cheques, collected at the time of issuing our
cheque for the principal amount.
This initiative has proved to be a lifechanging boon for many beneficiaries
who were earlier struggling to make ends
meet. The lines of business pursued are
varied, such as plying of auto rickshaws &
commercial taxis, establishing provision
& grocery stores, small workshops, DTP /
STD / Xerox booths, photography studios,

computer centres and so on. During the
course of 2010, some beneficiaries were
funded for trading in textile auxiliaries,
starting a gymnasium, setting up a bone
marrow registry, setting up a tyre dealership
and so on. Between 1995 to 2010 we have
extended support to 731 Zoroastrians in their
pursuit of being self-employed, spread over
98 urban, semi urban, rural locations and
disbursed a total of Rs.110,948,543.
The repayments have been very
satisfactory with a recovery rate of over 95%.
For many their lives have undergone a sea
change for the better. For some beneficiaries
we have had to hold their hands, chide, guide
and motivate them. A couple of businesses
have floundered. However, by and large most
have prospered. The underlying reason for
the successes can be attributed to hard work
coupled with financial support without the
burden of interest.
Our tag line of “WZO - Manufacturing
Confidence, Changing Lives, Creating
a Strong Community” was coined as a
result of the successes achieved in this
project.
Our welfare activities are wide and varied.
We are also involved in other areas of
community welfare such as:

• Providing decent residential facilities for

poor farmers by converting their huts into
cottages. Till end December 2010, 136 huts
of poor farmers have been replaced into
cottages.
• Establishing two centres for senior
citizens at Navsari where 55 elders spend
the evening of their lives in a happy and
vibrant atmosphere, residing in peace and
tranquillity free from stress and worry.
• Providing economy housing at Navsari,
where our 8th building was completed and
occupied in April 2011. All our flats ensure
that the residents reside comfortably.
We also undertake other welfare activities,
such as providing relief from poverty to the
old and infirm, extend financial support
in case of illnesses and hospitalisation,
financially support the pursuit of higher
education, support elderly mobeds’, also
young full time mobeds’, run a sanatorium
at Sanjan that is a popular holiday resort,
send elderly recuperating from illness for

holidays, organise an annual gambhar,
encourage and support youth in taking up
sports, motivate achievers in education by
giving them awards and so on.
We are very satisfied with what we have
achieved and continue to achieve. However,
all this would not have been possible with
support from donors, big & small who
continue to support us on an ongoing basis.
It would be impossible for us to name all
our donors. However, we would be failing
in our duty if we did not mention the
names of the Trustees of Bai Maneckbai P.
B. Jeejeebhoy Deed of Settlement Fund,
Zoroastrian Charity Funds of Hong Kong,
Canton & Macao, Ratan Tata Trust, Navajbai
Ratan Tata Trust, FEZANA Welfare &
Critical Assistance Committee and World
Zoroastrian Organisation, London who
have all either given generously from their
own funds or vigorously raised funds for the
multifarious welfare projects undertaken in
India by World Zoroastrian Organisation
Trust / WZO Trust Funds.
Our colleague Firoj Panthaky passed away
last in April 2010 due to old age. Farokh
Kasad, Bachi & I have now been joined by
young solicitor Farzana Mojgani of Mumbai.
We continue our activities, working with
joy and harmony, grateful that almighty
has blessed us with the gift to do something
tangible through the aegis of World
Zoroastrian Organisation Trust / WZO Trust
Funds for those in our community who are
not as fortunate as we are.
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Is Entrepreneurship

an Odyssey?
By Minoo Shroff, President - WZCC

T

HE INDIAN ECONOMY HAS
been on a roll since 2003. India has
sustained average annual growth of
over 8 percent which is expected to rise to
9 percent in the current decade. There is a
burst of unusual energy and momentum
in the air, never imagined in earlier years.
India’s GDP is expected to quadruple to
over $5 billion and the per capita income is
expected to treble to $3300 within a decade.
As a consequence the demand for a wide
range of goods and services will expand
exponentially and throw open possibilities
for entrepreneurs to explore new avenues.
India has a surfeit of young people, the
median age being 24 years with half the
population under 25. On the employment
front, the Economic Survey of India reflects
a virtual stagnation in the creation of new
jobs in the organized sector in the last
decade – both public and private – despite
massive increase in output.
Incremental growth in employment has
been almost entirely in the unorganized
sector and among the self employed.
Entrepreneurship has, hence, started
showing a spurt in recent years. This trend
will accentuate in the current decade and
beyond, with a surge in outsourcing as
witnessed in developed countries as well,
now recovering from the severe economic
recession.
With the leap in incomes and rising
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aspirations, the requirement for new
products and services will literally
explode. Is the youth of our community
well positioned to avail this excellent
opportunity? Our youth many of whom
are energetic and ambitious have instead
preferred secure cushy jobs when more
exciting opportunities beckon them.
To equip the youth with the requisite
tools to stimulate entrepreneurship, the
World Zarathushti Chamber of Commerce
(WZCC) has launched a proactive program
to create an enabling environment.
WZCC has recognized that there is
fairly large group of young men and
women who are raring to plunge into the
world of business with determination and
commitment. Some have already got into
business on their own and have succeeded.
However others have found the going
tough and are trying to find their ways.
Despite difficulties and obstacles they have
displayed courage and determination to stay
the course. The WZCC endeavors to provide
support and guidance to this group of young
budding entrepreneurs to overcome these
hassles through well designed programs.
WZCC embarked on a unique program
of arranging a Business Plan Contest last
year. Three winners emerged who were
recognized. They were provided further
counseling and offered alternate avenues
for funding their projects. Recently it has
launched an Entrepreneur Development
Program (EDP). The objectives of these
initiatives is to coach, train and mentor
prospective budding enterprises and create
enabling processes to convert passion
or ideas into a quality Business Plan and
assist right through towards setting up a
successful venture.
The EDP includes a series of workshops
to
impart
practical
and
realistic
knowledge and skills most pertinent to
attain success. For this purpose, we have
enlisted the cooperation of professionals
and businessmen with rich experience.

However, we need more entrepreneurs
and professionals to help WZCC to speed
up the long journey of entrepreneur
development. WZCC seeks the cooperation
of those who have already made a mark to
make contribution in whatever form they
feel appropriate to support this worthy
endeavor. Community elders owe this future
generations. The spark which has been
lighted should not be allowed to dim.
Entrepreneurship is an odyssey for those
who have a desire to be self reliant and
have the conviction and gumption to forge
ahead irrespective of the risks involved. It
is not an easy and comfortable journey but
nevertheless very worthwhile as the result
can be most gratifying in terms of personal
fulfillment, besides being financially
rewarding.
The
key
prerequisites for
entrepreneurship
are
hard
work,
perseverance, tenacity and stamina. There
will be reverses. Nothing worthwhile in
life can be achieved without occasional
setbacks. In fact, one who has never failed
can never attain success. The key to achieve
one’s goal is the “will to win” and a “never say
die” attitude. To recall Anon’s words – Life’s
battles don’t always go to t he stronger and
faster man, but sooner or later the man who
wins is the man who thinks he can.
The WZCC is providing more than
a helping hand to aspiring community
youngsters to launch out on their own.
Those with a stout heart and the innate
desire to forge ahead and thrive will certainly
benefit from the counseling, guidance and
facilitation that the WZCC offers.
In the ultimate analysis, young
entrepreneurs must take a conscious
decision on their own, they can always
be guided, molded and mentored but
ultimately they must be their own guiding
star. Most importantly they must have the
firm determination to accomplish their goal
in life.

Upholding

Trust

NEVILLE SHROFF ASSUMES OFFICE AS THE PRESIDENT OF ZOROASTRIAN CHARITY FUNDS OF
HONG KONG, CANTON, AND MACAO. SYNERGYZ CONGRATULATES NEVILLE, THE INCOMING PRESIDENT
AND BIDS WARM FAREWELL TO JAL SHROFF, THE ERSTWHILE PRESIDENT

T

HE ZOROASTRIAN COMMUNITY
around the world is elated with the
news of Neville Shroff’s appointment
as the President of the Zoroastrian Charity
Funds of Hong Kong, Canton and Macao,
effective 20th May 2011. Prior to this Neville
was a Trustee of this 137 year old Trust which
he joined in 2004. Since then, he has been
actively involved with its activities.
Credited with scripting the success story
of Shroff and Co., Neville’s boundless energy
will enable him to manage the affairs of the
Trust with enthusiasm and efficiency. With a
rational mind, Neville is a rare combination
of a doer and a thinker. Being endowed
with a dynamic personality, he focuses on
performance and productivity. He considers
himself lucky to be born in a community
that is highly regarded and recognized
for its honesty, hard work and sincerity
and gives credit to the values of integrity
and perseverance inculcated in him by his
parents which have stood by him in all his
deeds.
Neville praises the efforts put in by Jal
Shroff the erstwhile President who served
the Trust for 27 long years, first as its Trustee
and thereafter as its President. He says that
“It was under Jal’s 27 years of leadership
that the Trust made phenomenal progress
and became one of the most respected
philanthropic organizations.”

Neville regards Hong Kong as a unique
place in terms of safety and high quality
living conditions. From a business
perspective a remarkable place offering a
totally free economy with opportunities not
to be found in the world.

Brief Profile:

Neville was born in Mumbai and came to Hong Kong when he was an infant. He had
his secondary education in Hong Kong, which was followed with a Science Degree
from the University of Sheffield, and subsequently acquired an MBA from the
University of Warwick. He is the CEO of Shroff & Co. H.K. With his able foresight, he
opened a representative office in Shanghai 16 years ago, and now has 2 joint venture
manufacturing plants in Guangdong producing stainless steel kitchenware items, and
another in woven garments. He is now planning to open a further office in Ningbo,
China, by end of this year. His main markets are Europe, USA, and Middle East.
He is also the Managing Director, of Direct International Hong Kong Limited, a
company responsible for exporting branded goods.
He serves on prestigious committees and holds the following positions:
• He is the Chairman of the Asia/ Africa Committee of the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce.
• He is Vice Chairman of Europe Committee of the Hong Kong General Chamber
of Commerce.
• Convener of the Education Committee
• Member of the Manpower Committee
Neville is happily married to Farida and has three children. Both Neville and Farida are
persons of low profile albeit their thoughts and feats are highly laudable. Maintaining
humility in all possible ways despite their great material prosperity is a rarity in this
world of human affairs.
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WZCC
AGM
2011

WZCC President, Minoo Shroff with Past Presidents Bomy Boyce (left) and Kersi Limathwalla (right) and WZCC International
Directors Farrokh Rustomji (extreme left) and Minoo Mody (extreme right)

U
Highlights of
WZCC AGM
held on 30th
April, 2011
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SING THE 21ST CENTURY
conferencing
technology,
WZCC held its AGM via videoconferencing for the first time on 30th
April, 2011. Directors and Chapter Chairs
from different places like Tehran, Mumbai,
Pune, Houston, Chicago, New York,
London electronically logged in for the
virtual meet. Some participated actively in
the proceedings whilst others watched the
proceedings from their home computers.
Using this advanced technology saved
time and helped the Directors and Chapter
Chairs in overcoming difficulties of long
distance travel.
Tehran being the official venue of the

AGM, members from Tehran logged in
electronically from their venue, whilst
members in Mumbai gathered at the West
End Hotel from where the conferencing
facility was coordinated. The high speed
3G broadband made the transmission and
reception seamless. “All this was achieved
in minimal budget” said Yazdi Tantra,
Technical Director, WZCC.
The video conference started with the
approval of the items on the Agenda.
There was a speech by Regional Chair
Ghobad Ghobadi from Iran followed by Dr.
Esfandiar Ekhtiyari’s live broadcast on the
net.
Behroze Daruwalla, WZCC Corporate

Secretary systematically presented the
agenda during the meeting and invited
speakers one after the other from various
regions to make their presentations.
Minoo
Shroff,
Presdient
WZCC,
praised the efforts of Mumbai Chapter
in ecouraging entrepreneurship. He said
that some of the comments which he
had heard that it is not the right time to
pursue entrepreneurship after recession;
said “ this is the best time to make youth
self reliant, except that entrepreneurship
is not an easy ride.” He praised the efforts
of Cyrus Bagwadia, President India
Chamber, who is the prime mover of the
Entrepreneurship Development Program
and said that other Chapters should benefit
from his experience. Commenting on the
impressions that WZCC’s activities are
more Mumbia and India centric, he said
that “Mumbai happens to be the real hub
of Zoroastrian enterprize. It has provided
enabling environment for many of our
community enterprises to grow, blossom
and some of them to be recognized globally.
Mumbai should serve as an incubator and
model for others to emulate.” He added
that WZCC is a community endeavor and
members get out of it in proportion to their
inputs in terms of time, experience sharing
and motivation.
Vice
President,
WZCC,
Rustom
Engineer, complimented the Iran Team
for putting together a sizeable body of
Zarathushti business and professional
leaders in record time and preparing for
the AGM. He also commended the efforts
put in by the Mumbai and Pune teams
and advocated strengthening of efforts by
other chapters worldwide. He also spoke
on the recessionary scenario in 2010 and
its domino effects on the US economy
causing marked decline in revenues and
some of our Zoroastrians losing their jobs.
He praised the efforts of Houston and New
York Chapters for providing leadership and
momentum to the WZCC organisation at
all times.
The financial reports prepared by
Treasurer Framroze Patel along with
Chapter Chairs were circulated ahead of
the AGM. Based on deliberations that
took place at the AGM it was agreed that
priority would be accorded to selection
and appointment of a Paid Administrator,
based anywhere in the world, to enhance

the coordination and working of WZCC.
Yazdi conveyed the good news that the
dynamic journal “SynergyZ” produced
by the Editorial Team from Dubai is now
available on the website. SynergyZ adorns
offices and houses of several members
worldwide and is circulated free of cost.
The journal contains interesting profiles
of leading personalities, success stories of
entrepreneurs, news items and article on

managaement topics.
Yazdi also added that the Newsletters
published by Mumbai Chapter are available
on the website and the Facebook page of
WZCC continues to grow with more than
850 participating online.
The AGM ended with the announcement
of Mumbai as the next venue. Actual dates
for the event will be communicated shortly.

Report on:
The 3 days Program held by WZCC Tehran from 28th to 30th April coinciding
with the AGM.

First Day (28th April, 2011)
It comprised of unveiling of WZCC Iran plaque by Chapter Chair Mr. Ghobad
Ghobadi, followed by eloquent speeches by Dr. Esfandiar Ekhtiyari, Zarathushti
Member of Parliament, and Dr. Rostam Khosraviani, President of Zoroastrian
Anjuman.
There was a lecture by Professor Babak Khazaie from California University,
U.S.A, explaining the Importance of the silk route of the past and it›s revival in
modern times.
Dr Fareidoun Jhonedi, a historian and an authority on Shahnameh by Firdousi,
lectured and praised the ancient intellectuals who were pioneers in today’s
knowledge centuries ago.

Second Day (29th April, 2011)
The morning session started with the speech from Professor Ibrahimi, Shiraz
University on “Present day Marketing.” This was followed by an informal session
introducing the businessmen and entrepreneurs.

Third Day (30th April, 2011)
Industrial visits to two factories in the outskirts of Tehran took place:
1. Irana Tiles Manufacturing Company
2. Dehnadi Plastic Extrusion Company
The members in the evening electronically linked up for the video conferencing
of the WZCC AGM.
The program in Tehran ended with a moving speech by Khodayar Attaie on how
everyone should support our young entrepreneurs and businessmen citing the
example of Lohana Gujarati community which has been for ages supporting
and generating business for their young generations.
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Excellence!

Dr. Keki Gharda
Outstanding Zarathushti
Entrepreneur

Dr. Firdos T. Shroff
Outstanding Professional

T

Khushroo Daruwalla receiving the WZCC (Young
Entrepreneur and Professional Category Award)
from Lord Karan Bilimoria CBE, DL. Also seen is
Shernaz Engineer, WZCC Director UK.

HERE HAVE BEEN MANY
milestones in the history of World
Zarathushti Chamber of Commerce
(WZCC) since inception. One important
being, the institution of the WZCC awards;
a perfect way to recognize and reward talent
within the community.
Currently
celebrating
the
11th
Anniversary, WZCC’s search for achievers
continues. The awards draw wide public
attention. This year the ceremony took
place on 30th April 2011 at the West End
Hotel as part of the Global AGM.
The exercise for Awards is undertaken by
WZCC’s Australian Chapter. Phil Madon
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and his team of expert judges, do this task
each year. Announcement for submission
of nominations are published on WZCC
website. Also direct emails are sent to
Directors and Chapter Chairs. Nominations
received are carefully reviewed and awards
are announced in three categories.
The proud recipients for the year 2010 are:
• Dr Keki Gharda (Entrepreneurship
Category)
• Dr Firdos T. Shroff (Professional
Category)
• Khushroo Boman Daruwalla (Young
Entrepreneur and Professional Category)

OUTSTANDING ZARATHUSHTI
ENTREPRENEUR

and a carboy as a seat – not an assured way
to success.”

Profile:
Dr. Keki Gharda earned his degree in
Chemistry and Physics in 1948 in Mumbai.
In 1950, he earned a degree in Chemical
Engineering. He then pursued his education
in the US where he did his MS and Ph.D
in Chemical Engineering at Ann Arbor
Michigan. He taught at the University of
Oklahoma as an Assistant Professor for two
years before returning to India where he
became a part time lecturer at the University
of Bombay and a free lance consultant to
small scale chemical industries.
In 1964, Gharda Chemical Industries was
formed as a small scale partnership which
went on to become Gharda Chemicals
Private Limited in 1967. In the last 46 years,
the company has grown beyond Rs 1,000
crores. It is a one man show here with his
entire range of products and development
coming through his own R&D.
Dr. Gharda is the Chairman and
Managing Director of Gharda Chemicals
Limited and the Managing Director of
Gujarat Insecticides Limited - a wholly
owned subsidiary of Gharda Chemicals
Limited.
Dr. Gharda has also set up the Gharda
Foundation, which is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to the upliftment of
Indian Rural population through social and
civic awareness in education and health
and other programs. The foundation has
established an Engineering College ‹The
Gharda Institute of Technology› approved
by the All India Council of Technical
Education, affiliated to the University of
Mumbai and recognized by the Government
of Maharashtra.
Dr. Gharda has received several awards
including the Life-time Achievement Award
for immeasurable contribution to research
and industry. So has his company Gharda
Chemical which continues to receive awards
from Indian and International bodies.
Dr. Gharda delivered an interesting
speech at the awards ceremony lacing it
with humor and said “I started Gharda
Chemicals in a shed with a drum as a desk

OUTSTANDING ZARATHUSHTI
PROFESSIONAL
Profile:
Dr. Firdos T. Shroff, is a Fellow of IIBF
& SEO and the Jt. Director (AcademicsFaculty), IIBF, Mumbai.
Dr. Shroff specializes in Banking and
Finance, Computers, IT, Economics, Law,
HR & Personnel Management, e-learning,
web-based Tutor / Education, Online
Testing / Question Bank, Talent-Hunt, and
much more.
In 1979, he graduated from Mumbai
University and completed a degree in
Law (Advocate High Court, Mumbai). In
2003 he achieved his PhD in Information
Technology in Banking and more recently
an MBA in Banking and Finance.
He has been on the Board of Directors of
the Zoroastrian Co-op Bank, LICHFL Care
Homes Ltd and Lions Clubs International.
Currently, he is the Joint Director of the
Academics-Faculty and ‹Fellow› Indian
Institute of Banking & Finance.
He is the author of the book -»Modern
Banking Technology». He has several
awards to his credit including the “Award
of Excellence” in the sphere of Education,
Research, Science and Technology.
A striking remark made at the awards
ceremony by Dr. Shroff was “One tree
can make one lakh matchsticks but one
matchstick can burn one lakh trees,”
exhorting audience to do away with the
negative thoughts and to continue to dream
a thousand dreams.

OUTSTANDING YOUNG
ZARATHUSHTI ENTREPRENEUR/
PROFESSIONAL
Profile:
Khushroo Daruwalla is a 35 year old
young Zarathushti entrepreneur residing in
London UK.
He is a Mechanical engineer from India.
After further graduation from the National
Institute of Information technology in 1999,

he Professionally Qualified as Microsoft,
Dell, CISCO and ITIL certified Engineer.
In the year 1999, Khushroo started
a business called Maestro Softech Ltd
with four of his colleagues. The company
provides a complete Solution of web
designing and developing with IT security
consultancy. Khushroo is still a part of
Maestro Softech with support offered to
clients in India and UK as required.
After moving to the United Kingdom,
Khushroo started Khushtech Computer
Services in 2008. His specialized team looks
after high levels of graphic web designing
for clients. Khushroo is a favorite amongst
many Zoroastrian’s in London. In line with
his philanthropic nature he has done charity
work for developing websites for nurseries,
and the most recent one being promoting
the ASHA Centre and ASHA foundation
both owned by Zerbanoo Gifford.
Professionally, during his working tenure
in Wipro Technologies-India for Dell
computers, Khushroo was recognized for
having taken ownership of a call lasting
for 9 hours, just 15 minutes before his shift
completion. In those 9 hours he resolved
the entire client issues. The client was so
pleased with his service that he wrote to the
CEO of DELL Computers, Michael Dell who
approached Wipro India to ask Khushroo
to speak on live television on the manner in
which the call was handled which showed
the extent to which customer satisfaction
could be achieved. This has been a proud
moment for Khushroo and one which he
will always remember. With such a high
honor, Khushroo is still a shining example
to his colleagues at Wipro and many who
are influenced by this are prompted to
follow his footsteps.
Daruwalla could not be present at the
awards function so the award was handed
over by Lord Karan Bilimoria and Shernaz
Engineer in London. Daruwalla thanked
the WZCC members for encouraging
the youth of Zoroastrian community for
providing inspiration to them.
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Health and Fitness

Yoga for

Holistic Health
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HEN YOU THINK OF YOGA,
what comes to mind is a person
whose body is contorted into
some strange and complex form.
Yoga is not just a physical regimen
where the body is twisted and turned into
various postures. Yoga is a vast and deep
science with various methods and practices
whereby a human being can become
healthy, balanced and joyous and reach his/
her highest potential.
Yoga is more easily experienced than
defined. It is neither a theory nor a
philosophy but rather a powerful system
which answers most of human being’s
needs. Practiced step by step, it has the
potential to completely transform a human
being at every level: physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual. It can do this
only because it recognizes that these four
aspects are intrinsically connected and not
separate from each other. Yoga is a process
of synthesis, of joining and therefore its
approach is not to dissect or deal with any
problem in isolation. Yoga is the only form
of exercise which involves, not only the
body and mind but taps into the higher
centres of the human body called the soul.
It has got no connection with any religion.
It is very important to know that the
human body has seven bodies within it
- physical, mental, emotional, sensual,
social, material and spiritual. Somewhere,
we only cater to two or three bodies and the
rest are left untouched. This creates a deep
turbulence and imbalance in the system.
Creativity and productivity are slowly
destroyed, while stress and diseases crop
up.
Man is frustrated, depressed and lonely
today. The reasons are many - lack of clarity,
monotony, fast paced life or just living
without a purpose.
Meditation is no longer an option for
man. It is a crucial requirement. Yoga
practiced regularly, will make a man fit,
easy, stress-free and joyous and meditative.
With the regular practice of techniques
such as bandhas, mudras, kriyas, asanas
and pranayam and so on, I teach you the
art of balancing and being aware of all the
seven bodies. And believe me; the way you
feel, think and breathe will change. The
world will suddenly look different to you.
My Master took me up to the Himalayas
as a boy of four and I trained with him for

fourteen years. On returning, I did my PHd.
in Exercise Physiology and Sports Medicine.
When I saw that the youth of my country
did not practice yoga, I reworked the yoga
practice to meet their needs, keeping the
essence intact.
Yes, I do preach a different form of yoga
– Artistic Yoga.
Traditional yoga works primarily on
flexibility. From my knowledge base, I added
to it other dimensions such as Strength,
Endurance, Agility and Balance. And this is
what works so effectively in weight-loss for
my students. For people who are too obese
to practice yoga, I initiated a practice called
passive-stretch which when practiced for a
while, brings the person back to active yoga
which then further helps them lose weight.
I developed the module of body-part yoga
training. In a day, if you exercise more than
two body parts, you do not get the benefit.
I devised the specific 2-body part regimen
that is highly effective.
The benefits of yoga are:
1. Freedom from disease
2. Stress- removal
3. Harmony of the body-mind-soul
4. Spiritual sanctity
5. Anti-aging
6. Long life
7. Increased focus, concentration and
creativity
8. Great overall sense of well-being
People often ask me whether yoga can
help in losing weight. Most certainly
it can, but first of all, obesity has to be
understood very well. The key thing is to
fight the fat and not the weight.
When we do yoga asanas, the way the
physiology of yoga works is like this – in
all our joints, there are 2 organs, which
combined together, are called Stretch
Receptors. These 2 organs are Golgi tendon
organ and muscle spindle. These stretch
receptors are connected to the ligaments
and muscles of the body. Now, when a
yogic asana or posture is practiced, there
is a contraction of the muscle which leads
to the burning of fat. Also, when there
is a stretch to the muscle, these stretch
receptors inform the central nervous
system. In reaction to the extra stretch to
a muscle group, it then releases certain
hormones – Serotonin and Relaxin. Both
these hormones are what we call growth

hormones or happy hormones.
This changes the metabolism of the body.
Slowly, the body temperature rises, calories
are burnt in the body and the muscles take
on a good shape. But Yoga does not help
you to build big muscles. It just keeps you
fit and strong.
As for diets, I prefer my students not
dieting at all. Whatever one eats or drinks,
all one needs to do is to add exercise to one’s
life and assuredly, the body starts to change.
However, for those who wish to be careful
in their diet, I would tell them to avoid 3
things – rice, deep-fried foods and sugar. As
for the rest, one can eat normal and healthy.
For me, at the end of the day, yoga is the
art of spreading happiness. If you take the
life of a person today, it is very demanding
and full of stress. If, in one hour, I can make
the person easy and fit in the body, more
stable and relaxed in the mind and overall,
energize him or her, it makes me happy.
In the beginning, it is best to practice
yoga under the guidance of a teacher so as
to learn it correctly and not injure oneself.

About:
Bharat Thakur has authored several
books on yoga. He was invited by
TIME magazine to write on Yoga and
featured on the cover of India Today
and The Week.
A few of the celebrity clients who
have benefited from Artistic Yoga
are industrialists such as Ratan
Tata, Sunil Bharti Mittal; Bollywood
stars - Kareena Kapoor, Priyanka
Chopra, Katrina Kaif. Sports persons
- Boris Becker and Shane Warne and
Hollywood stars - Michael Douglas,
Norah Jones.
Studios across Dubai, Sharjah, Abu
Dhabi.
Contact : 0502447147
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Culture

Women:

Keepers of the
Tradition
W

About:
Dr.Shernaz Cama teaches
students at Lady Shri Ram
College and is a Reader at
Delhi University.
She is also the Honorary
Director of UNESCO
Parzor Project initiated as
a research project for the
conservation of the rich
heritage of the Parsis of
India
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OMEN
HAVE
WOVEN
together the warp and weft
of society from the beginning
of recorded time. Sociological studies of
the family display their role as nurturers,
universally venerated in literature and
rituals for upholding norms and values that
sustain the family unit. The Indo-Aryan
tradition in particular, celebrates and
reinforces in the figure of the Earth Mother,
maternal and conjugal relationships.
In the Zoroastrian tradition, men and
women are totally equal. Women enter the
faith with the same initiation ceremony,
attend the Temple prayers as equals of
the male sex and have rights of choice in
marriage and life, unusual if not unique in
ancient society.
Zoroastrian women have protected
tradition even when geographical locations
changed from Central Asia to Western India
and language changed from Persian and
Dari to Parsi Gujarati. They adapted to new
circumstances quickly. Their methodology
of transmission of values is common to all
women: using seasonal and lifecycle rituals,
story, song and craft to inculcate values.
Zoroastrian
women
reinforce
environmental tenets by:
• Simple cleaning of the house,
symbolising removal of dirt and decay,
which spoil God’s Good Creation
• Using lime, originally to keep away
insects, by transforming it into artistic
chalk patterns
• Tying sweet scented torans on doors
• Using the sacred loban of herbs or
sandalwood in their homes
• Teaching the mantra Good Thoughts,
Good Words and Good Deeds to children
and that tying the knot of the Kusti
(sacred thread) literally means to gird

oneself for positive action.
Women transmit sensitivity; for example
teaching a child not to pluck flowers at
night for they are ‘asleep’, is a sentence
which teaches care for even the tiniest of
creations.
Women teach children music: Monajats,
simple hymns for in childhood, tunes and
songs are easily memorized as part of a fun
filled day. Adapting to Indian traditions
of the Garba and Geet (songs and dances)
at Navjotes (initiation ceremony) and
marriages, they hand down these musical
traditions to another generation. The tili
and sagan, cooking favourite foods on
happy occasions, brings families together.
Festivals like Adar and Ava Parabs,
Navroze and the Ghambhars, celebrated by
women, show gratitude to nature.
Today, when thrift has become a negative
casualty and consumer is king, Zoroastrian
women still carry this message: to protect
with thrift the earth’s bounty but to be
generous with their time and concern.
‘Elegant, Expensive and Exclusive’ are the
terms by which Zoroastrian women have
been described. This is mainly due to their
distinct sense of style in clothes, even after
adapting to the Indian sari. Embroidery
continues to remain a core Zoroastrian
craft, while the weaving of the Kusti, a
skilled religious task, is always assigned to
women weavers. Likewise toran making,
on the kusti loom, using tiny glass beads,
is another craft tradition, handed down by
observance and trial through the women
of a family. Women teach these creative
skills to their daughters. Traditional craft
expertise should be as much a part of a girl’s
education as reading and writing.
While respecting continuity, Zoroastrian
women have always been at the forefront

of social change. Madame Cama left her luxurious home to fight for
freedom; Lady Jeejeebhoy personally donated huge amounts to create
the Causeway over Bandra Creek, protecting thousands who used to cross
these dangerous currents. Lady Meherbai Tata fought for the rights of
indentured labour and, after her early death to leukaemia, her jewellery,
including the famous Jubilee Diamond was sold to create the corpus for
building the Tata Memorial Cancer Hospital.
Just this year, 97 year old Homai Vyarawalla, India’s first woman
photojournalist, was honored with India’s second highest Award – the
Padma Vibhushan.
So we see how, across millennia, Zoroastrian women have upheld and
taught their families the values of generosity, a life of honest activity while
reinforcing a desire for excellence. They lead by example, often shouldering
heavy burdens as they balance family and careers. Is it any wonder that
across the Chinvat Bridge lies Garo Demana, the House of Light and Song,
a fit reward for a woman whose life has been one of service?

Toran making on a portable frame
Homai Vyarawalla shows
Parseewomen preparing for
ambulance duty in World War ll

Navaz Bamji demonstrates the intricacy of
Kushti weaving

Lady Meherbai Dorab Tata wearing the Jubilee Diamond, one of
the largest ever found in the world
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Food

Meet the

Connoisseur
Niloufer Mistry

B

ORN IN MUMBAI, NILOUFER
Mistry completed her catering
course at the Institute of Hotel
Management, Catering Technology and
Applied Nutrition at Dadar. Realizing
that cooking was her passion, she decided
to enhance her skills by enrolling at the
Cordon Blue School, London for the
International Cookery Course which gave
her a totally new experience and necessary
confidence to start on her own.
Widely travelled, Niloufer and her
family are connoisseurs of good food and
fond of healthy eating. With her culinary
art for fine food and drinks, she caters to
small party and large meal orders for her
niche clients in Mumbai. Her elaborate
preparations are her forte. Niloufer says
“Cooking is very interactive art and at the
end of the day you have to prepare what the
client wants to eat.”
Here are a few dishes that will make
delicious treats for your family and friends.
Happy cooking!
PINEAPPLE WALNUT LOAF
Ingredients:
Cottage cheese
(200 gms)
Mayonnaise
(200 ml)
Pineapple slices
(400 gms)
Walnuts
(100 gms)
Celery
(100 gms)
Gelatin
(2 tbsp)
Pineapple juice
(6 tbsp)
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Method:
Blend together cheese and mayonnaise.
Add chopped pineapple slices, walnuts and
celery.
Dissolve gelatin in pineapple juice and mix
thoroughly.
Pour the preparation into a well greased
mould and set it in the refrigerator for at
least four hours.
Turn onto plate.
Garnish with whole walnuts and pineapple
pieces and serve.
DOUBLE CHEESE PIE
Ingredients:
Pastry
Refined flour
(150 gms)
Butter
(75 gms)
Cheese
65 gms)
Water
Method:
In a bowl sift refined flour. Lightly rub in
butter. Add cheese. Mix lightly adding
water if necessary to make dough. Chill for
30 minutes till firm enough to handle. Roll
out pastry and line a 9” flan ring. Let it rest
for 30 minutes in the refrigerator.
Filling
Butter
(80 gms)
Flour
(80 gms)
Milk
(150 gms)
Cheese
(100 gms)
Eggs
(2)
Salt, pepper and mustard to taste

Method:
In a pan melt butter and stir in flour slowly.
Add milk. Stir to make a sauce. Add salt,
pepper and mustard to taste. Then add
cheese. Once the mixture has thickened
remove from stove. When cool add two
lightly beaten eggs. Pour into pastry case
and bake in an oven for 30 minutes at 180
degrees. Remove from oven and let it rest
for 10 minutes and serve.
LEMON SOUFFLE
Ingredients:
Egg yolks
Sugar
Lemons
Gelatin
Water
Cream
Egg Whites

(5)
(180 gms)
(2)
(1 tbsp)
(3 tbsp)
(200 gms)
(5)

Method:
Beat egg yolks with sugar till thick. Add
lemon juice and gelatin dissolved in water.
Gently fold in lightly beaten cream and
stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour preparation
into bowl and allow it to set for one hour.
Decorate with piped rosettes of cream and
glazed cherries.

Chapter

News

WZCC - NEW YORK

MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA

WZCC - HOUSTON

On America’s East Coast, New York, the
vibrant Chapter of WZCC, continued to
arrange interesting programs by inviting
skilled speakers with firsthand experience
and aptitude for the benefit of their
members, reports Natalie H.Vania-Gandhi,
WZCC, NY Chair.
The members were overjoyed when Rusi
D. Gandhi, Director WZCC, won the Re/
Max Hall of the Fame Award early this
year. Only 166 out of more than 3,000 RE/
MAX agents in New Jersey have earned
this lifetime achievement award. Winning
the Hall of Fame Award is a tremendous
accomplishment for Rusi Gandhi who
entered real estate in 1977 and has built a
powerful team of his own. Customers trust
him in guiding them to new properties
and advising them on their businesses.
He is a Broker of Record in Illinois and a
Broker Associate in New Jersey. He can be
contacted at RusiGandhi@gmail.com
With the 16th North American
Zoroastrian Congress taking place in New
York in August of 2012, the euphoria is
building up amongst members. Edul Daver,
former WZCC International Director who
is spearheading New York’s activities for
a new Darbe Mehr expects strong interest
at the Congress. Menwhile the WZCC-NY
Chapter is expecting a magnificent cojoined WZCC DAY on August 1st, 2012 and
hoping several members from around the
world will attend the function.

On 24th April 2011, more than 40 people
brought honor and recognition to the
WZCC meeting held in Montreal. The
meeting took place after the FEZANA
AGM, to encourage the local community
members to form a new WZCC Chapter.
Firdosh Mehta, WZCC – Director & North
Texas Chair, explained the requirements
for formation of a new Chapter. Rohinton
Rivetna the Founding President of
WZCC, touched upon the early history of
WZCC. Behroze Daruwalla, Chair of the
Houston Chapter gave a detailed account
of the various programs conducted by
the Houston Chapter. Sarosh Collector, a
founding member of WZCC shared some
thoughts on WZCC’s status as a 501(c) 3
Charitable Organization registered in the
State of Illinois, USA.
Local entrepreneurs - Hormuzdyar
Nekoo, enthusiastically spoke on the
services provided by his company. Parviz
Shahriari demonstrated the new Hand
Dryer marketed by his company - PaCoSy
Inc.; and Hushang Namiranian, spoke on
the innovative lighting system of Future
Lighting Technologies, a bright lighting
system that can replace the existing
fluorescent lighting.
The meeting ended on a note of
enthusiasm.

The Houston Chapter had terrific first eight
months this year with numerous sessions
stemming from medical issues to tax and
retirement advice, reports Homi Davier,
Founding Board Member of WZCC and
Former VP International.
The Chapter is extremely proud of WZCC’s
vision in providing a platform for working
cohesively towards a better understanding
of the Zarathushti business ethics whilst
offering new business opportunities.
They whole team is also pleased with the
Zoroastrian youth displaying great zeal
in chamber’s activities, especially Eric
Engineer, WZCC, Youth Director and
Jim Engineer from Chicago. The mentormentee programs held regularly are
proving helpful where mentors use their
wisdom and experience to create a business
environment within the community
providing the young who are off to colleges
and high schools with a multitude of
knowledge on entrepreneurship.
The Sales Management and Negotiations
program conducted by Annette Monks
Muckelroy, of Sandler Training, early this
year, was yet another interesting program
where members received useful pointers
on crafting agreements and building strong
and beneficial relationships with clients.

Firdosh Mehta

Rohinton Rivetna

Homi Davier, Former
WZCC VP International

Rusi D. Gandhi Winner of the
Re/Max Hall of the Fame Award in 2011

Parviz Shahriari

Hushang Namiranian
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Women

Entrepreneurs

E ALL KNOW THAT WOMEN
entrepreneurs make excellent
leaders. They’re passionate,
inspiring, enthusiastic and determined.
Strong qualities like good listening skills,
communication skills, good mindset,
intuitiveness and multitasking, which they
possess, are now bringing entrepreneurial
success to women way beyond their wildest
dreams.
While all powerful people have personality
traits in common, women are naturally
wired to be good leaders. The savviest
of women entrepreneurs embrace these
talents. They are:

Often what is said and intended may be
two different things. Missing cues could be
fatal to business. Understanding nuances
is imperative in this age. Also listening is a
good source of receiving feedback.

Good Listeners:
Successful women entrepreneurs listen
more than they talk. The combination
of their sensory abilities and hearing
skills makes them better listeners than
men. Good listening skills help them in
making their customers and colleagues
feel more important and comfortable.
Good listening skills are required by all,
but for entrepreneurs they are a must.

Good Connectors and have a
sustainable Mindset:
As women are such natural connectors,
people are drawn to businesses run by
female entrepreneurs. Women build
relationships easily and reach out to
customers, employees, and friends. Their
innate ability to nurture not only helps
them in taking care of their family members
but also sustaining relationships at work.
They are experts at creating companies

W
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Effective Communicators:
It is an established fact that women
communicate more effectively than
men. As adults women are more fluent.
Many businesses today boast of excellent
products and services, because women are
able to capture the market share and build
a following with their strong interpersonal
and communication skills.

people can believe in and sustaining their
enterprises.
Intuitive
Women are more intuitive than men.
They can pick up cues and meanings of
conversations faster than men with keener
experience of their senses.
Good at multitasking
Women are superior at multitasking;
they juggle a career, work, study, cooking,
nurturing a family etc…
So do you think women make better
entrepreneurs than men? There is no
accurate right or wrong answer to this
question as there are always exceptions to
the rule. However what can be said is whilst
both are equally good in business but
possess different strengths and weaknesses,
e.g women are good communicators, good
connectors and excellent at multi tasking.
Men are more thinkers and builders.
Therefore, who is a better entrepreneur will
ultimately depend on who you are and how
your brain is wired to think because we are
all born differently.

Medicine

What are the common causes of
earache?
Some of the common causes of earache are:
External ear: Impacted wax, injury, fungus,
infection viral or bacterial
Middle ear : Infection and injury.
Referred Pain : In addition to the causes of
pain directly due to the ear there are other
areas from where pain may be referred to
the ear. The ear has a rich nerve supply
and many of these nerves also supply
surrounding structures like teeth, tongue,
cheek, throat, jaw joint and the neck. Of
these teeth and neck are more common.
So disorders related to these structures can
also cause pain in the ear.
Neuralgic Pain : Due to oversensitive
nerves or pressure on the nerves near the
exit from brain.
Remedy:
Symptomatic relief from earache can be
obtained by painkillers and fomenting the
ear with hot water bottle or heating pad.
But the ear should be checked by an E.N.T.
surgeon for the diagnosis and treatment.
Why is early detection and intervention
of hearing impairment important in
child?
If a child does not hear he will not learn
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language and speech, and initial 3-4
years of age are most critical for speech
development thus early intervention and
rehabilitation is important. Such children
need education in special schools with the
help of hearing aids and speech therapy.
A sizable number of such children may be
integrated in normal schools after proper
training. Recent advances in the form of
cochlear implant operation for suitable
candidates has remarkably improved
the speech and hearing progress in such
children. After operation an intense course
of auditory and speech training is also very
essential. While the operation is costly
looking to the benefit it will give for a long
life time ahead for a child the expense and
trouble is worth it.
How can individuals avoid misusing or
overusing their voice?
• Use a noise maker or gesture to gain
someone’s attention instead of screaming
• Walk over to the person you want to talk
to or have them come to you
• Use easy throat clearing
• Avoid talking in noisy situations. If you
are in a noisy situation:
* Get close to the person to whom you
want to speak.
* Put an earplug in one ear so that you
can monitor how loud your voice is.
• Use a microphone if you have to speak in

a large room or in front of an audience or
class.
• If your job or social setting requires
you to use your voice a lot,
give yourself “voice breaks” or
times when you don’t use your voice for a
while to let your voice rest.
• Use a hands-free device or hold the
receiver in your hand when you speak on
the telephone instead of propping it
between your ear and shoulder.
• Avoid speaking in stressful situations or
when you are overly tense.

With thanks to Dr. Ruby Udwadia,
E.N.T Specialist and Former Head of
E.N.T Dept., Medical College, Baroda.
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